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About this document
This document (RN-00HS266-83, March 2015) provides late-breaking information
about the Hitachi Device Manager 8.1.2-03. It includes information that was not
available at the time the technical documentation for this product was published,
as well as a list of known problems and solutions.
Note that system requirements have been moved into a separate document,
Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements (MK-92HC209).

Intended audience
This document is intended for customers and Hitachi Data Systems partners who
license and use Hitachi Device Manager
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Getting help
The Hitachi Data Systems Support Center staff is available 24 hours a day, seven
days a week. To reach us, please visit the support website at
https://portal.hds.comfor current telephone numbers and other contact
information. If you purchased this product from an authorized HDS reseller,
contact that reseller for support.

About this release
This release resolves multiple known problems.

Product package contents
Medium

DVD-ROM

Revision

Release Type

Software

Device Manager Server

8.1.2-03

Full Package

Documents

Hitachi Command Suite Installation and
Configuration Guide

MK-90HC173-18

Hitachi Command Suite Administrator
Guide

MK-90HC175-18

Hitachi Command Suite User Guide

MK-90HC172-18

Hitachi Command Suite Messages

MK-90HC178-18

Hitachi Command Suite CLI Reference
Guide

MK-90HC176-18

Hitachi Command Suite Audit Log
Reference Guide

MK-92HC213-04

New features and important enhancements
For 8.1.2-03
None

For 8.1.2-00
#
1.

New Features and Enhancements
Device Manager GUI now supports the following
functionality during the initial setup process of a
global-active device environment:
-

Configuring 3rd vendor storage system
volumes as Quorum Disks

-

Configuring external volumes as Quorum
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Applied products
Device Manager
GUI

Applied OS
*All

2

Disks
2.

The Device Manager server, GUI, and CLI now
support the virtualization server product VMware
vSphere ESXi 5.1 Update 3.

Device Manager
Server

-

For details on guest OSs, see the appendix
"Hitachi Command Suite System Requirements
(MK-92HC209)".
3.

Device Manager GUI now supports Adobe Flash
Player 16.

Device Manager
GUI

Windows

4.

Device Manager server now supports commands
to easily and quickly perform the following steps
in a cluster environment:

Device Manager
Server

Windows

Device Manager
Agent

*All

(1) hcmds64clustersrvupdate
-

Register Hitachi Command Suite services
into a resource group, or remove them
from a resource group in a cluster
environment.

(2) hcmds64clustersrvstate

5.

-

Bring Hitachi Command Suite services
online, and enable failover.

-

Take Hitachi Command Suite services
offline, and suppress failover.

Device Manager agent now supports the following
OS.
-

RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.6

-

Oracle Linux 6.6 UEK R3

-

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12

6.

Device Manager agent now supports guest OSs
running on the virtualization server product
VMware vSphere ESXi 5.1 Update 3.

Device Manager
Agent

*All

7.

The default value of the
server.http.entity.maxLength property is changed
to 262144. This property is used to specify in
bytes the maximum length of HTTP request
entities that are permitted by the Web server
function of the Device Manager agent.

Device Manager
Agent

*All

Host Data Collector

*All

Host Data Collector

*All

Host Data Collector

*All

If you set this property to a value smaller than
262144 and then perform an upgrade installation
of the Device Manager agent, this property will be
set to 262144 after the installation.
8.

9.

Host Data Collector now supports the following OS
as a target host:
-

RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.6

-

Oracle Linux 6.6 UEK R3

-

SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 12

Host Data Collector now supports the following
OSs as a server:
-

10.

RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.6

The hdc.ssl.esx.enabledSSLv3 and
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hdc.ssl.esx.enabledTLSv1 properties have been
added to the Host Data Collector properties file. In
the properties file, you can specify whether to
enable SSL v3.0 and TLS v1.0 for communication
between VMware vSphere ESX/ESXi and Host
Data Collector.
11.

Host Data Collector now supports the
virtualization server product VMware vSphere ESXi
5.1 Update 3, and guest OSs running on these
virtualization server products as target hosts.

Host Data Collector

*All

12.

Host Data Collector now supports guest OSs
running on the virtualization server product
VMware vSphere ESXi 5.1 Update 3 as a server.

Host Data Collector

*All

13.

The processing speed for registering virtual
servers that use Host Data Collector and updating
information for virtual servers that use Host Data
Collector is improved in the following functions:

Host Data Collector

*All

-

The Add Hosts function for the Device
Manager GUI

-

The Refresh Hosts function for the Device
Manager GUI

-

The AddVirtualizationServer command for
the Device Manager CLI

-

The RefreshVirtualizationServer
command for the Device Manager CLI

14.

Device Manager agents now support Java 8 in HPUX environments.

Device Manager
Agent

*All

15.

In the Shrink Pool task, the format type for
internal volumes released in a DP pool has been
changed to quick format so that DP pool volumes
will be formatted asynchronously. Because of this
change, the DP pool volumes are available
immediately after the task is complete.

Device Manager
GUI

*All

16.

Hitachi Automation Director can now be launched
from Device Manager.

Device Manager
GUI

*All

17.

The Device Manager server, GUI, and CLI now
support Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.6.

Device Manager
Server

*All

Device Manager
GUI
Device Manager
CLI
18.

Device Manager now supports cluster
environments for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6.5.

Device Manager
Server

Linux

Device Manager
GUI
Device Manager
CLI
19.

For the dialog boxes and commands listed, Device
Manager can now set a consistency group for a
global-active device pair in Virtual Storage
Platform G1000 storage systems.
[Dialog boxes]
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Device Manager
Server

*All

Device Manager
GUI
Device Manager
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-

Allocate Volumes

-

Allocate Like Volumes

-

Change to Global-Active Device Volumes

CLI

[Commands]

20.

21.

-

AddReplication

-

- ModifyReplication

Device Manager now supports the display of the
following items in the GUI and CLI for Thin Image
pairs in Virtual Storage Platform G1000 storage
systems.
-

Number of snapshots

-

Number of S-VOL assigned snapshots

For the dialog boxes and commands listed, Device
Manager can now set the Page Reservation
function for Hitachi Dynamic Provisioning and
Hitachi Dynamic Tiering volumes in Virtual Storage
Platform G1000 storage systems.
-

Create Volumes dialog box

-

Allocate Volumes dialog box

-

Allocate Like Volumes dialog box

-

Change to Global-Active Device Volumes
dialog box

-

AddVirtualVolume command

-

ModifyVirtualVolume command

Device Manager
Server

*All

Device Manager
GUI
Device Manager
CLI
Device Manager
Server

*All

Device Manager
GUI
Device Manager
CLI

22.

Device Manager now supports SAS 10K 1.8-TB
drives in Virtual Storage Platform G1000 storage
systems.

Device Manager
Server

*All

23.

Device Manager now supports operations on
volumes up to 60 TB in Virtual Storage Platform
G1000 storage systems for the following:

Device Manager
Server

*All

-

Global-active device

-

Universal Replicator

-

TrueCopy

-

Thin Image

-

ShadowImage

Device Manager
GUI
Device Manager
CLI

Note: See System Requirements for details.

*: Applies to all supported operating systems in Device Manager.

System requirements
System requirements have been integrated into the document "Hitachi Command
Suite System Requirements" (MK-92HC209). In this document, system
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requirements are presented in the form of requirements for each type of server,
rather than the requirements for individual Hitachi Command Suite products.
Upgrading Hitachi Command Suite products from version 7.6.1 or earlier
If the following products are installed, upgrade them to 8.0.0 or later.
Device Manager
Tiered Storage Manager
Replication Manager
Tuning Manager
Compute Systems Manager
Global Link Manager

Deferred Features
From 6.4.0 to 8.1.2
#

New Features and Enhancements

Applied products

Comment

1.

Logical Group management

HDvM CLI

Re-introduce at a
future date

2.

Resource Group for AMS/USP/USPV at a host
and LDEV level

HDvM GUI

Re-introduce at a
later date

3.

Predefined reports

HDvM GUI

Search capability
with CSV export

4.

CLIEX for Virtual Storage Platform

HDvM CLIEX

No plan

5.

HDvM SMI-S 1.0 namespaces

HDvM SMI-S

Resolved problems
From8.1.2-00 to 8.1.2-03
#
1

Corrected Problems
The following problem has been corrected:
You cannot specify an email address for which a label* in
the domain is only one character. If specified, the error
"The email address format is not valid" occurs.
-

[Migrate Data] (Step 4. Show Plan and Option
Setting)

-

[Nondisruptive Migration] of the [Mobility] tab
(Step 4. Nondisruptive Migration)

-

[Health Check] of the [Analytics] tab (Run
Health Check, Create Health Check Schedule,
and Edit Health Check Schedule)

Applied products
Device Manager
GUI

Applied
OS
All *

GUI-1541

*Labels are the parts of the domain of an email address
that are separated by periods.
Example: For the email address "test@a.domain.com",
© 2015 Hitachi, Ltd. All rights reserved.
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"a.domain.com" is the domain, and "a", "domain", and
"com" are labels.
2

The following problem has been corrected:
In the Resources tab, choose a
AMS2000/AMS/WMS/SMS/HUS100 series storage system
and click Search in the popup menu which opened up by
right click, or choose Search from the Actions pull down
menu, the KAIC16009-E error occurs and the Search
dialog box does not appear.

3

The following problem has been corrected:
The operation to add or refresh a host fails with the error
KAIC063503-E.

Device Manager
GUI

All *

GUI-1544

Host Data
Collector

All *

HDC-1545

From8.1.1-00 to 8.1.2-00
#
1

Corrected Problems
The following problem has been corrected:
In VSP G1000, the processing to enable the HCS user
account authentication function that is used when
logging in to the SVP fails.

2

The following problem has been corrected:
The information regarding the authentication of the
management target storage system or virtualization
server is recorded to the audit logs.

3

The following problem has been corrected:
Select one or more DP volumes from a DP Pool and click
on the Expand DP Volume button to launch the Expand
DP Volume dialog box, any of the following symptoms
occur.

Applied products
Device Manager
Server

Applied
OS
All *

SER-1521
Device Manager
Server

All *

SER-1535
Device Manager
GUI

All *

GUI-1529

Symptom1:
The following message appears in the Expand DP Volume
dialog box and unable to expand the DP volume.
The selected volumes cannot be expanded because some
volumes ([LDEV-IDs]) have already reached or exceeded
capacity limits. Select other volumes, expand the pool,
or increase the subscription limit. (KAIC15303-E)
Symptom2:
In the Expand DP Volume dialog box, the following
message appears when input the capacity for expansion
in the New Capacity field and unable to submit the
Expand the DP volume task.
You cannot specify a capacity that exceeds the
subscription limit of the pool. Specify a value no larger
than (maximum-capacity-that-can-be-specified).
(KAIC16188-E)
Symptom3:
The following message appears when input capacity to
the New capacity field in the Expand DP Volume dialog
box.
Performing this operation will cause the DP pool
subscription rate (subscription%) to exceed the
maximum subscription rate (maximum-subscription-
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limit%) because the Limit Enforcement option is enabled.
(KAIC16446-W)
4

The following problem has been corrected:
The KAIC18269-E message is displayed if you restart a
failed Refresh Hosts task for a host added through the
Device Manager agent.

5

The following problem has been corrected:
When you use Host Data Collector to add or edit an HPUX host, the processing may take time.

6

The following problem has been corrected:
When the Device Manager CLI command DeleteLUN is
executed with "deletionoption=lusekeep" specified, the
command fails with the error KAIC90083-E.

7

8

Host Data
Collector

Device Manager
Server

All *

SER-1517
Online Help
HLP-1519

The following problem has been corrected:

Device Manager
Server

A connection error might occur during operation of the
functions below that are linked with Tuning Manager.

All *

HDC-1514

The online Help has cross-site scripting vulnerabilities.

The following problem has been corrected:

All *

GUI-1525

The following problem has been corrected:

When an overwrite installation or upgrade installation of
Device Manager is performed, the property settings
related to the CIM/WBEM function that were specified
before the installation are sometimes not applied.
9

Device Manager
GUI

All *

All *

CIM-1522

Device Manager
Server

All *

SER-1513

For operation using the Device Manager GUI:
-

[Add Storage System], [Refresh Storage
Systems]

-

[Analytics] tab

-

[Replication] tab

For operation using the Device Manager CLI:
10

RefreshPerformanceData command

The following problem has been corrected:
In the application area of the [Analytics] tab and in the
Identify Performance Problems Wizard, the global-active
device pair status in the volume information is displayed
incorrectly as "-".

Device Manager
Server

All *

ANA-1520

Known problems


The hdvmagt_setting command of the Device Manager agent
When you use the hdvmagt_setting command of the Device Manager agent for
Windows to set information for a Device Manager server, if you specify a user ID
or password to which either of the following conditions applies, the KAIC28203-W,
KAIC28311-E, or KAIC28312-E error occurs.
-

The user ID or password contains an exclamation mark (!), a percent sign
(%), or a caret (^).
The last character of the user ID or password is a backslash (\).
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Change the account user ID and password for the Device Manager agent
registered in the Device Manager server so that the user ID and password do not
include any exclamation marks, percent signs, or carets, and do not end with a
backslash. Then, execute the hdvmagt_setting command again.


Executing the ModifyVirtualVolume command on DP volumes used by Hitachi NAS
Platform
Device Manager does not support use of the ModifyVirtualVolume command to
expand the capacity of a DP volume making up a storage pool.



The display of alerts of Hitachi NAS Platform 12.2
If the two conditions below are met, after an alert of condition (2) occurred,
Event information which occurred in Hitachi NAS Platform 12.2 (earlier than
12.2.3750) is not displayed on the alert screen of Device Manager. Also, the
GetAlerts command of CLI cannot collect the event information.
(1) The refresh status of a file server or cluster is displayed as "Failed" in the File
Servers tab in the Administration tab.
(2) The following alert (The severity level is "Service") is displayed on the file
server or cluster whose the refresh status is "Failed" in the alert screen of the
Tasks & Alerts tab.
An error occurred during processing on <cluster-name>. The file server reported
"Failed to get cause for event <event-ID-of-Hitachi-NAS-Platform>".
Delete all event information by performing "clear all" of the Event log screen of
System Management Unit. If the event information is required, perform
"download" before performing "clear all".



Enabling user account authentication in the Add Storage System dialog box
If a storage system is added while the following conditions are met, the setup of
login account authentication will fail with KAIC15001-E. The addition of a storage
system is usually successful.
(1) A host name is specified in [IP Address/Host Name].
(2) [Enable SVP/CCI user account authentication by HCS] is selected.
If the error KAIC15001-E occurs, in the Edit Storage Systems dialog box, select
[Enable or disable SVP/CCI user account authentication by HCS], below this
option change [Select...] to [Enabled], and then edit the storage system.



The volume capacity specified in the Create Storage Pool dialog box or the Expand
Storage Pool dialog box
If you specify a value after the decimal point as the volume capacity in the
Create Storage Pool dialog box or the Expand Storage Pool dialog box, the
following windows might display different values after the decimal point for the
volume capacity and storage pool capacity:
(a) Setting window
(b) Plan confirmation window
If the values after the decimal point are different, specify the volume capacity
with an integer.
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The port number specified for the htnm.server.n.port property in the
tuningmanager.properties file:
The number specified for the htnm.server.n.port property in the
tuningmanager.properties file must be between 1024 and 65535. If the number
specified for the property is outside this range, Device Manager will try to connect
Tuning Manager by using the default port number 22015.
If you want Device Manager to connect to Tuning Manager, specify a number
between 1024 and 65535 for the port number to be used by the Common
Component running on the host on which Tuning Manager is installed. *1
*1: A port number used by Common Component can be set in the
user_httpsd.conf file.



The Create LUSE Volume dialog box
In the [Resources] tab, in the [Volumes] list of the [Host] tree, if you select a
volume that meets both of the following conditions, the Create LUSE Volume
dialog box opens, although its functions are not available:
-



The storage system is Virtual Storage Platform G1000.
The external storage system is not Virtual Storage Platform G1000.

The values displayed in the [Label] column of the External Path Information table for
Virtualize Volumes
For the Virtualize Volumes function, if you select the storage system that is
registered in Device Manager for the external storage system, in the Plan
Confirmation window and the Task Details window, the [Label] column of the
external path information tables is blank.



File system capacity and capacity for snapshot specified in the Create File System
dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F:
If volume capacity is specified with a decimal point, and then the volume is
created for either a file system or a snapshot, the capacity of the created volume
might be different from the specified capacity.
If that happens, specify an integer, and then create the file system again, as
follows:
(1) Use the file server management software to delete the created file system
or snapshot, and then send the processing node configuration information
to Device Manager.
(2) Do the following in Device Manager:
(a) Deallocate the created volume.
(b) Delete the created volume.
(c) Specify the capacity with an integer, and then create the file system.



Manually selecting volumes in the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data
Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F
In the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS
Platform F, if the following operations are performed while the file system
capacity or snapshot capacity is in the error status, a file system cannot be
created because the Confirm Plan button is grayed out:
(1) A volume is manually selected.
(2) A volume is added.
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(3) A volume is automatically selected.
(4) A volume is manually selected.
To create a file system, close the Create File System dialog box, and then open it
again.


Specifying shared capacity in the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data
Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F:
If shared capacity is specified with a decimal point, actual shared capacity might
be different from the specified capacity.
If that happens, change shared capacity by using the file server management
software.



The number of characters in the CIFS share name of a subdirectory in the Create File
System dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F
When both of the following conditions are met, the maximum specifiable length
of a CIFS share name of a subdirectory is 69 characters:
-

Automatic creation in "File snapshots settings" is enabled.
"Capacity for Snapshot" is 0 or is not input.

To specify 70 or more characters for the CIFS share name of a subdirectory, first
create a file system with 69 or fewer characters specified for the CIFS share
name, and then change the share name by using file server management
software.


Share capacity in the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or
Hitachi NAS Platform F
From the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS
Platform F, if different share capacity is specified for multiple directories under
the same directory directly under a file system, and then the file system is
created, all of the set share capacity is changed to one of the specified values.
Share capacity is set for the directories directly under a file system. As such, for
all directories under the same directory directly under a file system, be sure to
set the same value for the share capacity.
Use the file server management software to change a set share capacity.



Entering NFS share hosts in the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data
Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F
When entering multiple NFS share hosts in the Create File System dialog box for
Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F, do not enter a comma at the
beginning of the host name list.
If a comma is entered at the beginning, share addition fails and KAIC05112-E is
output.
If share addition fails, use the file server management software to refresh the file
server. Then select the file system for which share addition failed, and try to add
the shares again. Use the file server management software to configure file
snapshots, as necessary.
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The number of characters that can be entered for a Sub directory name in the Create
File System dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F
When both of the following conditions are met, the maximum specifiable length
of a directory name of a Sub directory is 235 characters if CIFS is the protocol,
and 42 characters if CIFS/NFS or NFS is the protocol:
-

The auto creation option in "File Snapshots Settings" is enabled.
The "Capacity for Snapshot" value is 0, or no value is entered.

To specify a directory name of 236 or more characters, or 43 or more characters,
execute a task without creating any shares, and then use the file server
management software to create the shares.


Volume allocation tasks for which allocated volumes are specified
When allocating volumes to the following file servers, (1) and (2) below occur.
Target file servers:
- Hitachi Data Ingestor
- Hitachi NAS Platform
- Hitachi NAS Platform F
(1) If volumes already allocated to a file server are specified for a volume
allocation task, and then a file server in a difference cluster is specified as
the allocation destination for the task, the KAIC15599-W warning message
is not displayed.
(2) If volumes already allocated to a host are specified for a volume allocation
task, and then a file server is specified as the allocation destination for the
task, the KAIC15598-W warning message is not displayed.
In addition, if volumes already allocated to a file server are specified for a volume
allocation task, and then a host is specified as the allocation destination for the
task, the KAIC15598-W warning message is not displayed.



The display of alerts of Hitachi NAS Platform 12.2
If the two conditions below are met, after an alert of condition (2) occurred,
Event information which occurred in Hitachi NAS Platform 12.2 is not displayed
on the alert screen of Device Manager. Also, the GetAlerts command of CLI
cannot collect the event information.
(1) The refresh status of a file server or cluster is displayed as "Failed" in the
File Servers tab in the Administration tab.
(2) The following alert (The severity level is "Service") is displayed on the file
server or cluster whose the refresh status is "Failed" in the alert screen of
the Tasks & Alerts tab.
An error occurred during processing on <cluster-name>. The file server reported
"Failed to get cause for event <event-ID-of-Hitachi-NAS-Platform>".
Delete all event information by performing "clear all" of the Event log screen of
System Management Unit. If the event information is required, perform
"download" before performing "clear all".
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Health check reports in Analytics Tab
The performance values acquired from the storage system are rounded off when
displayed in a health check report on the Analysis tab. As a result, the following
restrictions apply:
1. You cannot confirm the real performance values that were acquired from
the storage system.
2. Even though a performance value displayed in a health check report might
be the same value as a threshold value, it seems as if the system did not
detect the problem.
This is because the judgment of whether a value is above or below a threshold
was made before the value was rounded off.
To confirm the real performance values acquired from a storage system, use
Performance Reporter.



The GetStorageArray (subtarget=PDEV) command of the Device Manager CLI
When all the following conditions are met, the execution results of the CLI
GetStorageArray (subtarget=PDEV) command might display an incorrect
arrayGroupName.
Conditions of occurrence:
(1) The storage system is any of the following:
- VSP G1000
- Virtual Storage Platform
- HUS VM
- Universal Storage Platform V/VM
- Hitachi USP
(2) The PDEVs of a parity group composed of five or more drives are
displayed.
Temporary solution:
You can confirm the correct array group name by executing the CLI
GetStorageArray (subtarget=ArrayGroup arraygroupsubinfo=PDEV) command,
and then checking the display name of the ArrayGroup instance.



The task detail dialog boxes related to deleted volumes
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When deleting volumes, do not open the "Allocate Volumes" or "Create File System"
task detail dialog boxes related to those volumes. If you open the task detail dialog
boxes, an unexpected error (KAIC16993-E) might occur and the task details might
not be viewable.
This problem might occur if the deleted volumes belong to VSP, HUS VM, or VSP
G1000.


Users who execute Edit Labels, Shred Volumes, Migrate Data, or Edit Tiering Policy
If the user does not have the Admin, Modify, or Storage Administrator (Provisioning)
permission, the [Edit Labels], [Shred Volumes], [Migrate Data] or [Edit Tiering
Policy] buttons might not be displayed. If these buttons are not displayed, do the
following:
- If the [Edit Labels] button is not displayed, edit the labels from the volumes list
in the [Volumes] tree or a deeper tree on the Resources tab.
- If the [Shred Volumes] button is not displayed, shred volumes from the volumes
list in the [Volumes]-[Open-Unallocated] tree on the Resources tab.
- If the [Migrate Data] button is not displayed, migrate data from [General Tasks].
- If the [Edit Tiering Policy] button is not displayed, edit the tiering policy from
the logical groups that include the target DP Volumes on the Mobility tab. If
you cannot display the Mobility tab, ask the administrator (*) to grant
permissions for the target pools.
(*) An administrator is a user who has the Admin (User Management) permission for
common user management and has been assigned All Resources.



Installing HCSM through the Hitachi Command Suite all-in-one installer.
If Deployment Manager and Compute Systems Manager software are already
installed, neither is reinstalled or upgraded through the Hitachi Command Suite
all-in-one installer.
To install these products, use the Hitachi Compute Systems Manager installer.



Restrictions when Oracle Java is specified for the Java execution environment of the
Device Manager server, and SSL communication is performed between the Device
Manager server and a Device Manager agent
When the conditions below are met, do not change the value of the Device
Manager server property whose key name is
"server.https.enabledCipherSuites"(*). If you change the value, the processing to
add a host by using the Device Manager agent or to refresh a host by using the
Device Manager GUI might fail. (The error code for the latter Device Manger GUI
operation is KAIC07790-E.)
-

Oracle Java is specified for the Java execution environment of the Device
Manager server.
SSL communication is performed between the Device Manager server and
the Device Manager agent.

*The location of the property is as follows:
-

In Windows:
<installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver>\HiCommandServer\config\server.properties
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-

In Linux:
<installation-directory-for-the-Device-Managerserver>/HiCommandServer/config/server.properties



The message KAIC16034-I that is displayed when multiple resource groups are used:
Even when multiple resource groups are not being used, the message
KAIC16034-I ("Multiple resource groups are being used. Verify that their settings
are correct.") might be displayed incorrectly. If you are not using multiple
resource groups, ignore the message and continue with the operation.



Task failures
If a task registered by one of the following dialog box fails, an empty host group
might still exist:
-

Allocate Volumes dialog box
Allocate Like Volumes dialog box
Virtualize Volumes dialog box
Define Clustered-Host Storage dialog box
Edit LUN Paths dialog box
Change to Global-Active Device Volumes dialog box
Create File System dialog box
Create Storage Pool dialog box
Expand Storage Pool dialog box

In the details window for the failed task, specify the created host group name,
and then use the command DeleteHostStorageDomain in the Device Manager CLI
to delete the empty host group. To check empty host groups, execute one of the
following commands in the Device Manager CLI, and then check the item "WWN
elements" or the item "ISCSIName elements" in the execution results.


GetStorageArray (subtarget = HostStorageDomain, hsdsubinfo = WWN)
GetStorageArray (subtarget = HostStorageDomain, hsdsubinfo =
ISCSIName)

The description column for Hitachi Virtual Storage Platform G1000 resource groups
When a resource group that was not created by the Device Manager GUI is
displayed on the Device Manager GUI, a hyphen (-) is displayed in the description
column for that resource group.



Capacity specifications for file systems that have "Allocation Type" set to "Full
Allocation"
In the Create File System dialog box:
When creating a file system that meets the following conditions, the maximum
capacity of the file system that you can create is 1 TB:
-

You create the file system by using a storage pool composed of a DP pool.
For the file system, you set "Allocation Type" to "Full Allocation".

To create a file system larger than 1 TB, create the file system and then expand
it in the Expand File System dialog box.
In the Expand File System dialog box:
If a created file system meets the following conditions, the maximum amount
that you can expand the file system at one time is 1 TB:
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-

The file system was created from a storage pool composed of a DP pool.
The file system has "Allocation Type" set to "Full Allocation".

If the increase in the file system capacity needs to exceed 1 TB, expand the file
system again in the Expand File System dialog box.


Searches for volumes in the [More Searches] and [Search] dialog boxes
When performing searches in the [Advanced] tab, if there is a storage system
that has mainframe volumes and you perform a search with the following search
conditions, some mainframe copy pair volumes displayed in the search results
might not match the search conditions.
Category:
-

Availability

Attributes (You specify a combination of the following.):
-

Copy type and role
is not

Value:


No <pair-type>

The Show Plan button being illegally disabled when the radio button to select
volumes in the Create File System dialog box is changed
If you perform the following procedure in the Create File System dialog box, the
Show Plan button is illegally disabled:
Procedure
(1) Select Automatic for the radio button to select volumes, and then make
sure the Show Plan button was disabled.
(2) Select Manual for the radio button selected in step 1, and then make sure
the Show Plan button was enabled.
(3) Select Automatic for the radio button selected in step 2, and then make
sure it was disabled.
(4) Select Manual for the radio button selected in step 3.
If the Show Plan button was illegally disabled, perform the following recovery
procedure:
Procedure
(1) Close the Create File System dialog box.
(2) Re-open the Create File System dialog box and then retry the operation.



The status determination of cache of Analytics Tab
In Analytics Tab, when determining the status of cache based on the threshold
value, each of the following values is used.
-

Identify Performance Problem Wizard; write pending rate of CLPR unit
Health Check; write pending rate of entire storage and CLPR unit

In the storage system below, cache operation is controlled according to the write
pending rate of CLPR unit for each MP Blade/MP Unit.
-

VSP G1000 series
VSP series
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-

HUS V series

For this reason, in Analytics tab, the case of performance problems occurred, in
CLPR unit for each MP Blade/MP Unit, may not be identified.
In order to analyze the write pending rate of CLPR unit for each MP Blade/MP
Unit, check the performance value according to the following procedure.
(1) Tuning Manager -In the global tasks bar area of Main Console, click [Go]
and then [Performance Reporter]. The main window of Performance
Reporter is displayed. In Performance Reporter, create a report that
displays following values;
Record; PI_CLMS
Field; CACHE_WRITE_PENDING_RATE
(Details about how to create a defined report is contained in "Hitachi
Command Suite Tuning Manager User Guide, 5 Customizing reports").
(2) From Agents tree in Performance Reporter, select the instance of Agent
for RAID to monitor the storage system to analyze and Select Display
Report in the Method frame.
(3) In Performance Reporter, select the user-defined report created in (1) and
check if the value exceeds the threshold (default value 30) of cache write
pending rate.
If the performance value exceeds the threshold is recorded, it is possible that the
resource is causing the performance problems.


Operations on volumes belonging to the same resource group as a volume in a
migration of data that used a virtual storage machine
KAIC15376-E, KAIC15441-E, or KAIC15873-E might be which is displayed if,
during migration of data that used a virtual storage machine that has a volume
belonging to a resource group, you perform an operation on a volume that
belongs to the same resource group.
If the message is displayed, wait migration of data that used a virtual storage
machine finishes, and then try again.



Operating file server which model is HDI or HNAS F
If all of the following conditions are met, an unexpected error (KAIC16009-E)
might appear when operating on a file server that model is HDI or HNAS F.
When the version of Hitachi File Services Manager which manages the file server
is 3.2.0-00 or later.
Logging in user has following conditions.


The user does not have permission on All Resources.



The user has Modify permission of Hitachi File Services Manager.



The assigned resource group has any following role.
o

Admin

o

Modify

o

Storage Administrator (Provisioning)
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When the error occurred, operate by Hitachi File Services Manager which
manages the file server.
After operation, send file server configuration information to Hitachi Device
Manager from Hitachi File Services Manager.


Operations for storage systems while data collection tasks are executing
If an operation is performed for a storage system that is the target of any of the
following tasks, an unexpected error might occur:
-

Add Storage Systems
Refresh Storage Systems
Update Database (Auto)

If an unexpected error occurs, check the task list to make sure that none of the
tasks above are being executed. If any of these tasks are being executed, select
a different storage system, or wait until the task finishes before retrying the
operation.


Unvirtualizing volumes by users who do not have the Modify permission for All
Resources
If a user who does not have the Modify permission for All Resources opens the
Unvirtualize Volumes dialog box, external parity groups that have no virtualized
internal volumes will not be displayed as available parity groups to unvirtualize
volumes.
If a user who does not have the Modify permission for All Resources wants to
unvirtualize volumes of above external parity group, create one or more volumes
in the external parity group that will be unvirtualized, and then open the
Unvirtualize Volumes dialog box.



Pair managements for storage systems that have a virtual storage machine
Case 1: If you use a version of RAID Manager earlier than 01-32-03/XX,
configurations where a host recognizes multiple virtual storage machines or
command devices that have the same serial number are not supported.
Case 2: If you use RAID Manager 01-32-03/XX or later, configurations that use a
configuration definition file that meets any of the following are not supported:
-

-

The serial number defined in HORCM_VCMD for the configuration definition
file to be used for virtual IDs is the same as the serial number for the storage
system defined in the configuration definition file to be used for physical IDs.
The following two conditions are met:
(a) Different storage systems are defined.
(b) The serial number defined in HORCM_VCMD is the same as a serial
number defined in HORCM_VCMD of another file.

Attempts to refresh or perform copy pair operations on a configuration that
matches case 1 or case 2 might fail with one of the following error codes:
-

-

KAIC90083-E (error code = 7757) An error was detected in the host agent.
(error details = "An unexpected error occurred during acquisition of
configuration definition file information. (error code = 6108)")
KAIC90083-E (error code = 7774) An attempt to create a pair failed. (host =
<host-name>, error details = "A command device that can perform user
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-

-

-

authentication exists in the storage system with the serial number "<serialnumber-of-storage-system>". (error code = 6140)")
KAIC90083-E (error code: 7774) An attempt to create a pair failed. (host =
<host-name>, error details = ""An unexpected error occurred during
modification of a configuration definition file. (error code = 6110)"")
KAIC90083-E (error code: 7774) An attempt to create a pair failed. (host =
<host-name>, error details = ""An error occurred during modification of a
configuration definition file. (error code = 6119)"")
KAIC90083-E (error code: 7792) An attempt to acquire pair volume
information on the host ""<host-name>"" failed. (error details = ""An error
occurred during acquisition of configuration definition file information. (error
code = 6109)"")

For case 1, take the following actions:
(1) Prepare a Device Manager agent for each command device of the storage
system. Alternatively, unallocate any command devices of the storage
system that are not being used.
(2) Enable user authentication mode for the command device recognized by
the host, and perform authentications on the Device Manager agent.
For case 2, take the following actions:
(1) If configuration definition files meet either of the following conditions,
manage those files on separate hosts.
-

Both of the following configuration files exist:
(a) A configuration definition file to be used for physical IDs
(b) A configuration definition file to be used for virtual IDs, which are
defined in HORCM_VCMD, and HORCM_VCMD contains a serial number
that is the same as a serial number in (a).

-

A configuration definition file that meets both of the following
requirements exists:
(a) Different storage systems are defined.
(b) The serial number defined in HORCM_VCMD is the same as a serial
number defined in HORCM_VCMD of another file.

(2) Enable user authentication mode for the command device recognized by
the host, and perform authentications on the Device Manager agent.


Creating TrueCopy or Universal Replicator pairs from volumes in virtual storage
machines
TrueCopy and Universal Replicator pairs cannot be created from the following
combination of volumes:
-

A volume in a virtual storage machine
A volume that exists in one of the following storage systems or
corresponding virtual storage machines:
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VSP



HUS VM



USP V/VM



USP

The Create Pool window
When creating an HDT pool, if you can select a resource group in the Create Pool
window, first select the storage system and then the resource group, and then
select HDT for the pool type.
If you select HDT for the pool type before selecting a resource group in the
Create Pool window, and then add a parity group in a mixed configuration, the
window is not updated as follows.
The graph shown for the Pool Summary is not updated.
The Tier Configuration information is not updated.
If you then click the Show Plan button, the following information displayed for
Plan Summary in the Create Pool window becomes invalid.
The percentages are not displayed for Used Threshold 1 and Used Threshold 2.
NoData is displayed for the Parity Group Information in the Plan Details.



Configuring Dynamic Tiering in the Allocate Volumes dialog box
If you manually select volumes in the Allocate Volumes dialog box, you cannot
change the following Dynamic Tiering configurations:
-

Tiering Policy Setting
New Page Assignment Tier
Relocation Priority

If this problem occurs, in the Resources tab, select the unallocated volumes in
Navigation Area, and then open the Allocate Volumes dialog box.


Deleting resource groups that contain information about the mainframe
Resource groups that contain information about the mainframe in Device
Manager may be unable to be deleted.
If this is the case, delete the resource group from Storage Navigator or CCI.



The value displayed for High Availability Manager (HAM)
In Device Manager, HAM pair information is displayed as follows:
In the Device Manager GUI, the copy type of a HAM pair primary or secondary
volume is displayed as "True Copy Sync".
In the Device Manager CLI, the pair information displayed for replicationFunction
for a ReplicationGroup instance or ReplicationInfo instance is displayed as "True
Copy Sync".
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The Detailed Information window that displays the internal volumes that are mapped
to external volumes
If an external storage system is connected and an external volume is mapped to
an internal volume, in the Detailed Information window for the internal volume,
[Detailed Information] might display incorrect information for the drive type.



The values displayed in the [Label] column of the External Path Information table for
Unvirtualize Volumes
For the Unvirtualize Volumes function, if you select the storage system that is
registered in Device Manager for the external storage system, in the Plan
Confirmation window and the Task Details window, the [Label] column of the
external path information tables is blank.
If this happens, if you check the row that unifies the volume IDs in the external
volume information table, you can check the label information.



The [Ext. Storage Volume] column of the parity group tables in the Unvirtualize
Volumes dialog box
For the parity group tables of the Unvirtualize Volumes dialog box, the Plan
Confirmation window, and the Task Details window, if a parity group meets both
of the following conditions, a hyphen (-) is displayed in the [Ext. Storage Volume]
column:
The external storage system connected to internal storage system is not
registered in Device Manager.
There are no internal volumes in the parity group.



The values displayed in the [CLPR] column in the Task Details window
If you open the Task Details window for Allocate Volumes, Allocate Like Volumes,
or Create File Systems (Hitachi File Services Manager v3.2 or later) that were
registered in the Device Manager with a version earlier than 7.6.1, incorrect
values might be displayed in the [CLPR] column.



The External Volumes tab in the External Storage Systems window
If one of the following conditions is met, in the External Volumes tab in the
External Storage Systems window, incorrect values for the [Internal Storage
Parity Groups] column might be displayed:
One external volume is mapped to an external parity group of multiple internal
storage systems.
On the internal storage system side, there are multiple parity groups made from
identical external paths (a combination of a port for the internal storage system,
a port for the external storage system, and a LUN for an external volume), and
all of them except one is in a blocked status.



Creating and expanding a tiered storage pool on Hitachi NAS Platform
Hitachi NAS Platform supports the creation and expansion only of untiered
storage pools that consist of basic volumes.
If you want to use DP volumes to create or expand a storage pool, or if you want
to create or expand a tiered storage pool, do the following: Allocate volumes of
the required capacity on the server or cluster, and then use the System
Management Unit to create or expand the storage pool.
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The [Ext. Storage Volume] value in the parity group list of the DP pool
The [Ext. Storage Volume] value should be displayed as the base ten LDEV ID of
the external volume, but it is displayed as the base ten LDEV ID of the internal
volume. To find the LDEV ID of the external volume, see the [Ext. Storage
Volume] value that is displayed in the parity group list#1.
#1: If the [Ext. Storage Volume] column is not displayed, change the settings on
the screen that appears when the [Column Settings] button is clicked, so that the
column is displayed.



Specifying volume labels for the Create Storage Pool and Expand Storage Pool dialog
boxes for HNAS
In the Create Storage Pool and Expand Storage Pool dialog boxes for HNAS, if all
of the following conditions are met, volume labels cannot be specified:
When you add a parity group to be used for a storage pool, the parity group
contains allocated volumes #.
For the initial value of the label, a value is specified that increases in digits for
allocated volumes.
The sum of the number of characters in the value specified in (2) and the number
of characters in the text field that specifies the label exceeds the maximum
length for a label.
#: If [Yes] is displayed for the value in the allocated volume column for volume
information in the Plan Confirmation window, that parity group contains an
allocated volume.



The external path group for virtualizing a volume
In the Virtualize Volumes dialog box or when using the CLI
AddExternalArrayGroup command, if you attempt to virtualize a volume without
using an existing external path group, the virtualization of the volume might take
a long time, and fail with the message below.
For the Virtualize Volumes dialog box:
-

KAIC05601-E

For the AddExternalArrayGroup command of the Device Manager CLI:
-

KAIC90083-E (error code = 5601)

In the GUI or CLI, this problem occurs when all of the conditions below are met:
For the Virtualize Volumes dialog box:
(1) "VSP G1000", "VSP" or "HUS VM" is specified for the internal storage
system.
(2) An external path is used, and that path was detected by executing
"Port Scan".
(3) Virtualize multiple external volumes (more than about 500).
For the AddExternalArrayGroup command of Device Manager CLI:
(1) "VSP G1000", "VSP" or "HUS VM" is specified as the internal storage
system.
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(2) The "pathgroupid" parameter is omitted, or a path group ID that does
not exist is specified.
(3) Virtualize multiple external volumes (more than about 500) at one
time by using the batch functionality.
In this case, virtualize volumes by using an existing external path group, or
reduce the number of volumes to be virtualized at one time.


Virtualizing storage devices by users who can operate permitted ports only
When a volume virtualization task that meets all of the conditions below is
created, some of the task information becomes invalid, and the task fails with the
KAIC07810-E error.
(1) VSP or HUS VM is selected as the internal storage system.
(2) A storage system that is discovered by Device Manager is selected as
the external storage system.
(3) External storage ports that meet all of the following conditions are
selected:
(a) The WWNs of the internal storage ports to be used for virtualization
of storage devices are not registered in any host groups.
(b) The WWNs of other internal storage ports are registered in a host
group.
(c) The operating user is not permitted to operate the ports in (b).
If the above conditions are met, use one of the methods below to register, in a
host group of the external storage system, the WWNs of the internal storage
ports to be used for virtualization of storage devices. Then, create a new volume
virtualization task and execute it.
Using the Device Manager CLI:
(1) Create a host group on the external storage port.
(2) In the created host group, register the WWNs of the internal storage ports
to be used for virtualization of storage devices.
Using Element Manager:
(1) Create a host group on the external storage port.
(2) In the created host group, register the WWNs of the internal storage ports
to be used for virtualization of storage devices.
(3) Refresh the external storage systems by using the Device Manager GUI or
CLI.



The name of the Thin Image Snapshot Group
When you create a Snapshot Group for Thin Image, you can use the following
characters in the Snapshot Group name:
0-9 a-z A-Z , - . : @ _ space
If a Snapshot Group name contains a character that is not specified in the list
above, both the pair modify operation and the pair delete operation cannot be
performed for that Snapshot Group.
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The number of external parity groups selected to be unvirtualized
If you submit an Unvirtualize task for which a large number of external parity
groups are selected to be unvirtualized, the processing to register the task might
take several minutes.
(The processing takes about 1 minute for 1,000 external parity groups.)



Create Tier and Edit Tier dialog boxes
When using the Create Tier dialog box or the Edit Tier dialog box, sometimes the
filter conditions cannot be saved and the following problems occur:


The KAIC15231-E message is displayed in the GUI, and tiers cannot be
created.



The KAIC15239-E message is displayed in the GUI, and tiers cannot be
edited.



The KATS50201-E and KATS61103-E messages are displayed for the
CreateStorageTier command, and tiers cannot be created.



The KATS50221-E and KATS61103-E messages are displayed for the
ModifyStorageTier command, and tiers cannot be edited.

If an error occurs, shorten the character length of the filter condition.
To save a filter condition that uses two-byte characters in the name, enter the
two-byte characters (no more than 16 characters) in the Edit Storage Systems
dialog box.


Filter conditions in the Search, Create Logical Group, and Edit Logical Group dialog
boxes
When using the Search. Create Logical Group, or Edit Logical Group dialog boxes,
sometimes the filter conditions cannot be saved and the following problems
occur:


The KAIC03016-E message is displayed, and the search conditions in the
Search dialog box cannot be saved.



The KAIC15156-E message is displayed, and logical groups cannot be created
in the Create Logical Group dialog box.



The KAIC16993-E message is displayed, and logical groups in the Edit Logical
Group dialog box cannot be edited.

If an error occurs, shorten the character length of the filter condition.
If you want to save a filter condition that uses two-byte characters in the name,
enter the two-byte characters (no more than 16 characters) in the Edit Storage
Systems dialog box or the ModifyStorageArray command.


The display of information about the tiering type of a storage pool or a file system in
Hitachi NAS Platform:
The tiering type of a storage pool or a file system on Hitachi NAS Platform is
always displayed as "Unknown."
To check information about the tiering type of a storage pool or a file system, use
the System Management Unit.
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Connections between Hitachi NAS Platform and Device Manager servers using the
IPv6 protocol
System Management Unit (version 11.2) cannot connect to a Device Manager
server that uses the IPv6 protocol.



HUS VM functionality in microcode version 73-03-01-XX/XX and later
The HUS VM functionality provided in microcode version 73-03-01-XX/XX and
later is not supported. The following CLI functionality is also not supported:


48, 52 and 57 cannot be specified for the hostmodeoption parameter
of the AddHostStorageDomain command.



TrueCopy and Universal Replicator cannot be used between Hitachi
Unified Storage VM and Universal Storage Platform V/VM.

The AddPool and Modify commands have the following restriction:




If more than one logical unit is specified for a DP pool, no more than
three types of logical units with different drive types or rotational
speeds can be used.

HUS 100 series firmware version x955/A or later
The new functionality provided by firmware version x955/A or later of the
HUS100 series is not supported.



Character codes that can be used in Device Manager
If a surrogate pair is used in the GUI, the following problems might occur and the
GUI might not operate correctly:


If a surrogate pair is used in a logical group name, the dialog box closes
without creation of the logical group finishing.



If a surrogate pair is used in the filter, the mouse cursor changes to the busy
icon and will not return to the original state for a while.

If such a problem occurs, log in again and perform the operation without using a
surrogate pair.
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Host connection mode 2 of the AMS2000 series
For firmware version x8C3/F or later, Host connection mode 2 of UNMAP Short
Length Mode is not supported.



Sorting logical group volumes in the Resources or Analytics tab
If the Resources or Analytics tab displays a volume list in a logical group that
includes hosts displayed by sorting the columns described in "Target columns,"
the drawing of the window might fail and the KAIC16993-E message might be
output.
The KAIC16993-E message might be output when the total result of multiplying
the following (A) and (B) exceeds 800,000:
The number of LUN paths set for 1 volume allocated to a host that is registered in
the logical groups to be displayed
Among (A), the number of LUN paths set among hosts registered in the logical
groups to be displayed
Target columns:
Host, WWN/iSCSI Name, WWN Nickname, Port, Port Type, Host Group/iSCSI
Target, LUN, File system, File system Used %, Virtual Port, Virtual Host Group ID.
Temporary solution
Reduce the number of hosts registered for the logical group to be displayed.
Recovery
(1) When the KAIC16993-E message is output as a result of the user sorting the
data, click the tree node to redraw the window.
(2) When the KAIC16993-E message is output because the number of resources
displayed in the target window grew larger while the user-specified sorting
conditions are set in advance, display a different logical group that includes
hosts and change the sorting conditions to columns other than the columns
listed above in "Target columns."



Expand DP pool dialog for AMS2000 and HUS100 series
For the AMS2000 series or HUS100 series, if the capacities of parity groups
making up a DP pool differ or the drive speeds are different, the Expand Pool
dialog box does not display correct values in the No. of Parity Groups column in
the Pool Configuration area.
In addition, the capacity of only one parity group for a DP pool is displayed for
Parity Group capacity in the Additional Parity Groups area.
Use the ModifyPool command of the Device Manager CLI to expand a DP pool
by the capacity of a parity group that is not displayed.



Values displayed in the Create Pool dialog box
If you select two or more volumes that contain external volumes and open the
Create Pool dialog box, the values displayed in No. of Parity Groups and
Capacity are incorrect because some volumes are not counted for those values.



Type and capacity information for file systems in Hitachi NAS Platform
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If a file system has the status Not assigned to EVS or Not Available for
Mounting, information related to the Allocation Type and capacity is not
correctly displayed.
To check the information about a file system that has one of the statuses above,
use the System Management Unit to modify the file system status as follows:
(1) If the file system status is Not Assigned to EVS, use the System
Management Unit to allocate an EVS to the file system.
(2) If the file system status is Not Available for Mounting, use the System
Management Unit to enable the EVS that is allocated to the file system
and to set the EVS status to Online.


Creating and expanding a file system in a tiered storage pool on Hitachi NAS
Platform
You cannot create and expand a file system in a tiered storage pool on Hitachi
NAS Platform using Device Manager.
If you want to create or expand such a file system in the tiered storage pool, use
the System Management Unit.



The specified allocation limit or on the specified file system capacity in the Expand
File System dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform
If the allocation limit or the file system capacity is specified with a decimal point
in the Expand File System dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform, the following
problems might occur:
(1) If you specify a value close to the file system capacity, the KAIC16450-E
message that informs the user that the specified capacity is less than file
system capacity might be displayed, and the [Show Plan] button might be
disabled.
(2) If you specify a value close to the storage pool capacity, the KAIC16448-W
message that informs the user that the specified capacity is greater than or
equal to the storage pool capacity might not be displayed.
(3) In the Plan Confirmation window, the value after the decimal point of the
displayed allocation limit might differ from the value after the decimal point of
the specified allocation limit. And, the actual expanded allocation limit might
differ from the specified allocation limit.
(4) In the following locations in the Expand File System dialog box, the value
after the decimal point of the displayed allocation limit or of the displayed file
system capacity might differ from the value after the decimal point of the
specified allocation limit or of the specified file system capacity:
- In the Allocation Limit row and After column in the File System
Summary area of the settings screen
- In the File System Capacity row and After column in the File System
Summary area of the settings screen
- In the Allocation Limit row in the Plan Summary table of the plan
screen
- In the Capacity row in the Plan Summary table of the plan screen
- In the Allocation Limit row in the Task Summary table of the Task
Details window
- In the Capacity row in the Task Summary table of the Task Details
window
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If a file system has the status Not assigned to EVS or Not Available for
Mounting, information related to the Allocation Type and capacity is not
correctly displayed.
To check the information about a file system that has one of the statuses above,
use the System Management Unit to modify the file system status as follows:
(3) If the file system status is Not Assigned to EVS, use the System
Management Unit to allocate an EVS to the file system.
(4) If the file system status is Not Available for Mounting, use the System
Management Unit to enable the EVS that is allocated to the file system
and to set the EVS status to Online.


Creating and expanding a file system in a tiered storage pool on Hitachi NAS
Platform
You cannot create and expand a file system in a tiered storage pool on Hitachi
NAS Platform using Device Manager.
If you want to create or expand such a file system in the tiered storage pool, use
the System Management Unit.



The specified allocation limit or on the specified file system capacity in the Expand
File System dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform
If the allocation limit or the file system capacity is specified with a decimal point
in the Expand File System dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform, the following
problems might occur:
(5) If you specify a value close to the file system capacity, the KAIC16450-E
message that informs the user that the specified capacity is less than file
system capacity might be displayed, and the [Show Plan] button might be
disabled.
(6) If you specify a value close to the storage pool capacity, the KAIC16448-W
message that informs the user that the specified capacity is greater than or
equal to the storage pool capacity might not be displayed.
(7) In the Plan Confirmation window, the value after the decimal point of the
displayed allocation limit might differ from the value after the decimal point of
the specified allocation limit. And, the actual expanded allocation limit might
differ from the specified allocation limit.
(8) In the following locations in the Expand File System dialog box, the value
after the decimal point of the displayed allocation limit or of the displayed file
system capacity might differ from the value after the decimal point of the
specified allocation limit or of the specified file system capacity:
- In the Allocation Limit row and After column in the File System
Summary area of the settings screen
- In the File System Capacity row and After column in the File System
Summary area of the settings screen
- In the Allocation Limit row in the Plan Summary table of the plan
screen
- In the Capacity row in the Plan Summary table of the plan screen
- In the Allocation Limit row in the Task Summary table of the Task
Details window
- In the Capacity row in the Task Summary table of the Task Details
window
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If the values after the decimal point are different, specify the allocation limit or
file system capacity with an integer, and then try expanding the file system again.


Displaying storage pools on Hitachi NAS Platform
If a storage pool status is "Pool belongs to another cluster," the pool name might
not be displayed as a link in the System Drives list, or the pool name might be
displayed as a link but the link does not open the Storage Pool Details page.



Warning message when Installing HSNM2
In the Product Select Page screen, clicking Install for Hitachi Storage Navigator
Modular 2 displays a security warning prior to installation. The warning does not
affect your installation or product behavior. Click Run to continue the installation
of Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular 2.



Deleting volumes and KAIC15355-E error
If you select one or more unformatted volumes in any of the following storage
systems, and then open the Delete Volumes dialog box, the KAIC15355-E error
occurs and the volumes cannot be deleted:





HUS100 series
AMS2000 series
SMS series
AMS/WMS series

To delete such volumes, execute the DeleteLogicalUnit command from the
Device Manager CLI or use Hitachi Storage Navigator Modular 2.


Task status in the Task Details dialog box
If the Device Manager server service stops while a task is executing, even if the
status of the task changes to the "Failure" status, the “Status” column in the
Task Details dialog box might display "Waiting."
If this happens, any tasks whose status is displayed as "Waiting" in the Status
column are not performed, so create the tasks again as necessary.



Specifying "is not" or "<>" in filter conditions
When "is not" or "<>" is specified in a filter condition for one of the following
columns in a window that lists for hosts, parity groups, volumes, logical view,
physical view, or system drives, or in the Select DP Pool dialog box, data that
does not meet the filter conditions may be displayed.
Columns related to hosts:



WWN
iSCSI Name

Columns related to parity groups:






Parity Group
Drive Type
Drive Speed (RPM)
External LDEV Tier Rank
Form Factor

Columns related to volumes:


Host
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WWN
Port
Port Type
Host Group
LUN
Target ID
Copy Info (S-VOL)
Copy Info (P-VOL)
Parity Group
Parity Group of Ext. Volume
Volume Attributes

Columns related to logical view:


IP Addresses

Columns related to physical view:


WWN

Columns related to system drives:











Host
WWN
Port
Host Group
LUN
Target ID
Copy Info (S-VOL)
Copy Info (P-VOL)
Parity Group
Volume Attributes

Columns related to the Select DP Pool dialog box:






Volume Location
Drive Type
Drive Speed (RPM)
External LDEV Tier Rank

Using the AddLogicalUnit command in the Device Manager CLI
When creating multiple LUs using the batch function in the AddLogicalUnit
command, if the "lusubinfo=LDEV" option is specified for only a portion of the
LUs to be added, the response of the command may be inconsistent in the
following way:
(1) The information of the LU which the option has been specified may
not contain the corresponding LDEV information.
(2) The information for the LU which the option has not been specified
may contain the corresponding LDEV information.
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To display the correct LDEV information for each LU, specify the
"lusubinfo=LDEV" option for each LU.


HDT pools and HDT volumes of HUS100 series
The following operations are not supported for HDT pools or HDT volumes:








Create Pool for an HDT pool
Edit Pool for an HDT pool
Expand Pool for an HDT pool
Delete Pools for HDT pools
Monitoring for HDT pools
Relocation for HDT pools
Edit Tiering Policy for HDT volumes

HDT pools and HDT volumes are displayed as follows:


Tier information of HDT pools is not displayed.



In the tree view of the Resources tab, in the application area that
is displayed by selecting DP Pools for an HUS100 series storage
system, HDT pools are displayed as HDP pools.



In the following dialog boxes, the “Volume Type” item of an HDT
volume is displayed as HDP:
-



In the tree view of the Mobility tab, HDT pools are not included in
the following items that are displayed in the “Dashboard” area
when DP Pools is selected:
-



Allocate Like Volumes dialog box
Unallocate Volumes dialog box
Delete Volumes dialog box
Task Details dialog box when operations are performed by
using one of the above dialog boxes

Top 10: Pools with the Highest Used %
Top 10: Pools with the Highest Subscription
Top 10: Tiers with the Highest Performance Utilization

In the Mobility tab, HDT pools are not displayed in the following
items:
-

The tree view of an HUS100 series storage system under DP
Pools
The list of pools that is displayed by selecting a DP pool of an
HUS100 series storage system under DP Pools



In the tree view of the Mobility tab, in the Top 10: Logical
Groups with Lowest Unused Capacity item that is displayed in
the “Dashboard” area when Logical Groups is selected, the
capacity of all HDT volumes is calculated as unused.



In the tree view of the Mobility tab, in the “Top 10: Logical Groups
Used Capacity by Drive Types” item that is displayed in the
“Dashboard” area when Logical Groups is selected, HDT volumes
are not included in the used capacity by drive type.



In the tree view of the Mobility tab, in the logical group
“Summary” item that is displayed in the “Dashboard” area when a
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logical group is selected, HDT volumes are not included in the used
capacity by drive type.





In the tree view of the Mobility tab, in the Drive Type
Distribution item that is displayed in the “Dashboard” area when
a logical group is selected, HDT pools are not displayed.



In the tree view of the Mobility tab, in the list of volumes that is
displayed when a logical group is selected, HDT volumes are not
displayed.



In the following items of the Mobility tab, HDT pools and HDT
volumes are displayed:
-

In the Bottom 10: Logical Groups with High Response
Time item that is displayed in the “Dashboard” area when
Logical Group is selected from the tree view

-

In the No. of Vols and Total Capacity items of the Summary
item that is displayed in the “Dashboard” area when a logical
group is selected from the tree view

-

In the Pool Total and Total items of the Drive Type
Summary item that is displayed in the “Dashboard” area when
a logical group is selected from the tree view

Changing the IP address of a host added by Device Manager agent
When the IP address of a host, or the server.http.socket.agentAddress
property in server.properties file of a host where Device Manager agent is
installed is changed, the IP address is not reflected for Device Manager server
even though the Device Manager agent service or daemon is restarted.
In this case, remove the host from the Device Manager server, and then restart
Device Manager agent service or deamon.



Rescheduling tasks that have passed start time
If tasks for which the start time has passed are selected from the task list in the
Tasks & Alerts tab and Reschedule Tasks is executed, it fails with the
following improper message:
KAIC63504-E Unable to execute task. (task name = "task name")
Note that the rescheduling tasks for which the start time passed is not supported
in Reschedule Tasks.



Component: Connection alert on AMS/WMS/SMS series storage systems
When managing Hitachi AMS/WMS/SMS series storage systems, an alert
(Component: Connection) might occur.
If you are able to ping the storage system and confirm that it is connected,
disregard this alert.
This problem occurs when all of the following conditions are met:
Device Manager is managing one of the following storage systems:
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Hitachi SMS

For an affected storage system described in (1), the Password
Protection option is enabled.
The server.dispatcher.daemon.pollingPeriod property in the
dispatcher.properties file is set to a value other than 0. (The
default value is 5.)


The Unallocate Volume dialog
The volume capacity shown in the plan screen of the unallocate volume dialog
may be incorrect.
In this case, please refer to the Task list to confirm correct capacity.



Parity Group List dialog
The parity group number may not be displayed correctly.
In this case, please refer to the Parity Group Summary to confirm correct
number.
In addition, the format type cannot be chosen when the Create Volume dialog is
opened from the Parity Group list.
Please open the dialog from another screen.



Refreshing hostname changes
When one or more letters in the target host name is changed, after host
information is refreshed, the HiScan command is executed or the Device Manager
agent service is restarted on a host, pair information may not be managed by the
host.
To change only the case of a host name, perform the following:
1. Stop the Device Manager agent service and automatic execution of
the HiScan command on the host.
2. Check whether the target host is registered in any resource groups.
3. Change the target host name.
4. From the Device Manager GUI or CLI, change the host name to a
completely different name (example: change ABCD to EFGH).
5. Start the Device Manager agent service and automatic execution of
the HiScan command on the host.
6. From the Device Manager GUI or CLI, delete the host name in the
Device Manager server.
7. If the target host had been registered in any resource groups (as
described in step 2), register the host again.
8. Refresh the storage systems to which the LUNs recognized by the
target host belong.
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9. CIM/WBEM function and overwrite installations
When Device Manager is installed with overwrite installation, the following
property is deleted in the jserver.properties file:
com.wbemsolutions.jserver.bindto
Before installing Device Manager with an overwrite installation, the file needs to
be saved at another location. After the overwrite installation, update the property
file by using the saved file.
The properties file is located as follows.
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\config
In Linux:
installation-directory-for-the-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/config
10. Capacity for virtualizing a volume on VSP G1000,VSP or HUS VM
In Virtualize Volumes dialog box or CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command, when
virtualizing a volume, specifying a capacity that is greater than 4.0TB for a
volume and VSP G1000, VSP or HUS VM for internal storage system, the
virualization of the volume fails with the following message.
Virtualize Volumes dialog box
An error occurred during processing on the storage system. (error code 1 =
"605", error code 2 = "66744", meaning = "It is not set within the range where
LDEV capacity can be used.") If the configuration was being changed, refresh
both the storage system and external storage system. If you are a local user,
contact the system administrator.
(KAIC06450-E)
AddExternalArrayGroup command of Device Manager CLI
KAIC90083-E Device Manager Exception:
error code=6450
error level=2
error source=StorageManager.AddExternalArrayGroup
description=An error occurred during processing on the storage system. (error
code 1 = "605", error code 2 = "66744", meaning = "It is not set within the
range where LDEV capacity can be used.") If the configuration was being
changed, refresh both the storage system and external storage system. If you
are a local user, contact the system administrator.
(KAIC90083-E)
In GUI or CLI, this problem occurs when all of the following conditions are met:
Virtualize Volumes dialog box
Capacity of selected volume from which the dialog box is launched
is greater than 4,194,304 MB (4.0 TB), or a capacity that is greater
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than 4,194,304 MB (4.0 TB) is specified in the dialog box which is
launched with selecting no volumes.
VSP G1000, VSP or HUS VM is selected for internal storage system.
CLI AddExternalArrayGroup command
(1) "VSP G1000", "VSP" or "HUS VM" is specified for model parameter.
(2) "create" is specified for luoption parameter.
(3) Volume capacity of external storage system specified for externallun
parameter is greater than 4,294,967,296 KB (4.0 TB).
(4) capacity parameter is omitted or is specified for volume capacity that is
greater than 4,294,967,296 KB (4.0 TB).
In this case, virtualize a volume using the Element Manager.


Creating a HDT pool in VSP
In the Create Pool dialog box, if operations for creating a HDT pool meet the all of
the following conditions, the task of the creating the HDT pool may fail with
KAIC07861-E indicating that the cycle time is invalid:
A VSP whose microcode version is earlier than 70-02-00-00/00 is
selected in the Storage System combo box.
HDT is selected as pool type.
Auto is selected as tier management of HDT Options.
In this case, select 24 hours in the Cycle time combo box, and then click Show
Plan.



Specified file system capacity in Create File System dialog box for Hitachi NAS
Platform
If the file system capacity is specified with a decimal point in Create File System
dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform, the file system capacity displayed in the plan
confirmation step may differ from the specified capacity after the decimal point,
and the actual capacity of the created file system may differ from that specified.
In this case, specify the capacity with an integer and then try creating the file
system again.



File system capacity in Expand File System dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform
If the file system capacity is specified with a decimal point in Expand File System
dialog box for Hitachi NAS Platform, may be inconsistent in the following way:
(1) If you specify a value close to the file system capacity, KAIC16450-E
message may be displayed which shows that the specified capacity is
less than file system capacity, and Show Plan button is disabled.
(2) If you specify a value close to the storage pool capacity, KAIC16448W message may not be displayed which shows that the specified
capacity is greater than or equal to the storage pool capacity.
(3) The allocation limit displayed in the dialog box's plan confirmation
step may differ from the specified allocation limit after the decimal
point, and the actual allocation limit of the expanded file system may
differ from the specified allocation limit.
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(4) At the following locations in the Expand File System dialog, the
allocation limit displayed may differ from the specified allocation limit
after the decimal point:




The allocation limit column of the after column in the File System
Summary of the settings screen of Expand File System dialog.
The allocation limit column of the Plan Summary table of the
plan screen of Expand File System dialog.
The allocation limit column of the Task Summary table of the
task details screen of Expand File System dialog.

In this case, specify the allocation limit with an integer, and then try expanding
the file system again.


Allocation Limit for file systems on Hitachi NAS Platform
For the Allocation Limit of a file system created on a tiered storage pool, the
Allocation Limit of Tier0 of the tiered storage pool is displayed. The Type of file
systems is not displayed reliably.
To check the Allocation Limit of Tier1 and acquire the detail information in tiered
storage pool, use the Server Management Unit.



Deleting storage systems sequentially
When deleting storage systems, delete each storage system sequentially.
If the operation failed after having deleted storage systems, delete each of the
storage systems sequentially.
Depending on when the deletion occurred, the storage system might not appear
in the Management Resources tab of the GUI. If this is the case, use the CLI to
delete the storage system.



Create Volumes dialog and KAIC15306-E error
While the KAIC15306-E error is occuring in Create Volumes dialog box, even if
Initial LDEV ID is changed, the Show Plan button cannot be enabled, and the
plan cannot be displayed.
In this case, open the Create Volumes dialog box again.



Creating DP volumes and subscription limit


In the Create Volumes dialog box, the subscription limit of the pool
is not checked when the task is registered if all of the following
conditions are met:
Create Volumes dialog box is launched after a pool is selected.
Either of the following pool conditions exists in the storage system:
The subscription limit larger than the subscription limit of the
selected pool is set.
The subscription limit is not configured.
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The create volumes task registered with the above conditions fails with the
storage system error KAIC06299-E.


Creating multiple basic volumes with automatic LDEV ISD selection
When a task creating multiple basic volumes in Create Volumes dialog box by
selecting LDEV ID automatically in the following storage system fails, LDEV ID
and status of each volume in the task may not meet ones of the created volume:




HUS100 series
AMS2000 series
AMS/WMS/SMS series

In this case, some of volumes in the task may have been created. Therefore,
check if a volume that has the same LDEV ID of a volume in the task exists in the
Volumes list in Open-Unallocated volumes of the target storage system
associated with the task.


Creating multiple volumes for a CU with no volumes on Universal Storage Platform
In Universal Storage Platform, if multiple volumes are created at the same time
for a CU that has no volumes allocated, the KAIC06400-E error occurs and the
volume creation fails.
First create one volume for the CU, then create the other volumes.



Creating volumes in storage systems with two controllers
In the following storage systems that have two controllers, if either of the
controllers is registered, creating a volume on the storage system fails with
KAIC15001-E:




HUS100 series
AMS2000 series
AMS/WMS/SMS series

In this case, register both IP addresses of the controllers in the Edit Storage
Systems dialog box, and create a volume.


Create Volumes dialog box error when all parity groups are reserved
The following message appears if the Create Volumes dialog is opened when all
the parity groups are reserved:
No parity groups for
group.(KIAC16109-E)
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If this occurs, wait until the task which reserves any Parity Group ends.


Displaying volume capacity in Create Volumes dialog box
The specified volume capacity may not be displayed correctly in the Plan screen
of the Create Volumes dialog box.
In this case, please refer to the task list to confirm correct capacity.



Selecting LU numbers manually
From the Allocate Volumes dialog or Allocate Like Volumes dialog, if an LU
number is manually selected, and then some other option is selected, the
following problems may occur:
Volumes are not displayed and an LU number cannot be selected when the Select
LU Number dialog is opened by clicking Select LU Number.
The KAIC16993-E error occurs when Show Plan is clicked.
If this happens, close and reopen the dialog, and then manually select an LU
number right before clicking Show Plan.



Allocate Like Volumes dialog box and iSCSI target selection
In the Allocate Like Volumes dialog box, the iSCSI targets used by the selected
allocated volume may not be selected by default when all of the following
conditions were met:
The selected allocated volume is an iSCSI connection.
Multiple iSCSI targets within the port used by the path of (1).
iSCSI intiator of (1) is registered in (2).
In this case, select an iSCSI target manually.



Allocate Like Volumes task error with iSCSI path
In task execution of Allocate Like Volumes, KAIC15001-E might occur when the
following conditions are met:
A path whose storage port type is "iSCSI" is specified.
The path is edited.
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When the error occurred, the volumes might not be added to a logical group even
if the volume allocation completed. If the allocated volumes are not added to the
logical group where the referenced volume belongs, add it to the logical group.


Allocating volumes error when volume capacity is too small
When Allocate Volumes dialog is launched from HDT pool screen, and Show Plan
button is clicked, the KAIC15294-E message is displayed if the volume capacity
specified is smaller than the minimum value.
In this case, specify a larger volume capacity than the minimum in the message.



Path Information displayed as “Waiting”
The display of the Status column of Path Information is always "Waiting" or blank
in the Task Details dialog of LUN path edit task regardless of the actual task
status.



Allocate and Unallocate Volumes error when WWN is changed elsewhere
If a WWN of a host side is changed by another browser while the Allocate
Volumes dialog is opening, an internal error may occur as the operation on the
dialog is continued. In this case, restart the browser.
There is a possibility that the WWN is changed by another browser when nothing
is displayed in the Plan Summary of the Unallocate Volumes dialog. In this case,
restart the dialog.



Expand DP Volumes error when specifying New Capacity
When selecting some DP volumes and specifying value for the New Capacity in
the Expand DP Volumes dialog, an unexpected error (KAIC16009-E) may be
displayed.
In this case, re-login if necessary, reduce the number of specified DP Volumes,
and retry the operation.



Expanding and creating DP volumes error on AMS2000 or HUS100
When expanding or creating a DP volume in AMS2000 series storage (microcode
version: 9.3 or later) or HUS100 series storage, if the current pool usage rate is
higher than the usage rate threshold2, expansion of volume will fail with
KAIC05789-E or creation of volume will fail with KAIC15318-E.
If you do not wish to change the configuration to meet the condition in which the
current pool usage rate is lower than threshold2, specify either of the following
Device Manager CLI options to expand or create a DP volume.


To expand a DP volume, execute the ModifyVirtualVolume
command with force specified for ModificationOption.



To create a DP volume, execute the AddVirtualVolume command
with force specified for CreationOption.
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Editing tiering policy and Task Detail dialog
The value of tiering policy in the task detail dialog is not displayed after
completion of the editing tiering policy task.
Enter the value of the tiering policy in the task name or description field when the
task is created.



Create pool error during addition/deletion of tiers or parity groups
When any of the following operations is continuously performed in the Create
Pool dialog box:





Addition
Deletion
Addition
Deletion

of
of
of
of

tiers
tiers
parity groups
parity groups

The following error message may be displayed:
Assertion Failed:AsynchronousProcessCounter#decrement(KAIC16993-E)

In this case, close the Create Pool dialog box and then retry the operation.


Creating or expanding a pool after selecting a storage system with no supported
drive for Device Manager
After a storage system in which no supported drive for Device Manager is chosen,
and you open the Create Pool or Expand Pool dialog boxes, the KAIC15055-E
error is displayed.
In this case, disregard this message.



Specifying shared capacity in the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data
Ingestor
If the shared capacity is entered with a decimal point, the actual shared capacity
might not match the one specified.
If that happens, change the shared capacity by using the file server management
software.



Controlling access to resources
When setting up resource access control for the following, multiple users should
not make simultaneous changes:





Resource groups
User groups
Roles
Users
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Resource groups and configuration changes
While creating or editing resource groups, do not make configuration changes on
resources which are to be added to, or deleted from, the resource groups.



Number of client windows that can be used at one time
The maximum number of clients that can connect to Device Manager at one time
is 16.
If 17 or more clients connect to Device Manager at one time, they may be
forcibly logged out.
In this case, wait a few minutes, and then log in again.



Users, user groups, and resource group limits
To use user groups, and resource group,the following limits apply to Hitachi
Command Suite, user groups, and resource groups:
Limits for Hitachi Command Suite
Number of users: 30 (*)
Number of user groups: 30
Number of resource groups: 400
Limits for each user group
Number of users: 30
Number of resource groups: 20
Limits for each user
Number of user groups: 3
Limits for each resource group






Number of LDEV IDs: 16,000
Number of host group numbers: 16,000
Parity groups: No limit
Storage ports: No limit
DP pools: No limit

*) If a user has 17 or more client windows of Device Manager open at one time,
the user may be forcibly logged out. Wait a few minutes, and then log in again.


Managing more than 16,000 resource groups

Note: In the context of this topic, resources refer to volume IDs and host group
IDs.
The KAIC16902-E error message may be output for the dialog boxes listed below.
In this case, make sure that no more than 16,000 resources are assigned to each
resource group.
(a) The Create Resource Group dialog box
(b) The Edit Resource Group dialog box
(c) The Add Resource dialog box launched from the resource group
details window.
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(d) The Remove Resource dialog box launched from the resource group
details window.
To assign more than 16,000 resources to a user group, use multiple resource
groups.
When the following operations are performed, communication with the Device
Manager server may fail:





Creating a resource group
Editing a resource group
Adding resources to a resource group
Removing resources from a resource group

To add or remove resources, specify no more than 16,000 resources for each
resource type.
When multiple resource groups are simultaneously deleted, communication with
the Device Manager server may fail.
Make sure that no more than 16,000 resources for each resource type are
assigned to each resource group to be deleted.
Note: The number of resources assigned to a resource group can be confirmed in
the resource group details window.


License Registration error with valid license
Even if a valid permanent license key has been registered, the following message
is sometimes displayed if a subscription license key has expired:
All storage system licenses expired. Register valid license keys or license key
files.
If a valid permanent license key has been registered, a new license key does not
need to be registered.



External storage system information in the Analytics tab
When the conditions described below are met, Problems 1 and 2 occur in the
Identify Performance Problems wizard in the Analytics tab.
Conditions of Occurrence
This problem occurs when one of the following items is selected as a candidate
for analysis on the Target Selection window Step1 window of the Identify
Performance Problems wizard in the Analytics tab:


The volume type is “DP Volume” and the location is “External”



The volume type is “DP Volume” and the location is “Internal
and External”

Problem 1
The following information from external storage systems is not displayed in the
table of volumes in the Target Selection window Step2 window:





Ext. Volume
Parity Group of Ext. Volume
Pool of Ext. Volume
Ext. Storage System
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Ext. Storage Model
Ext. Storage Series

To select volumes for analysis based on the information shown above, close the
Identify Performance Problems wizard, and then launch “Advanced Search”.
Search for volumes for which "Category:Volume Type" and "Attribute:DP Volume
Type is DP Pool" are true, and then verify the information from external storage
systems (*). After that, select volumes allocated from pools of DP Pool Volumes
in the Target Selection window Step2.
Problem 2
The information from the external storage systems related to a volume is not
displayed in the Overview, Volume, or Summary windows:





Ext. Volume
Label of Ext. Volume
Volume Attribute of Ext. Volume
Ext. Storage System

To check the above information, close the Identify Performance Problems wizard,
and then launch “Advanced Search.” Search for volumes for which
"Category:Volume Type" and "Attribute:DP Volume Type is DP Pool" are true, and
then verify the information from external storage systems.
Note: Information from external storage systems is not displayed by default. If
necessary, change the settings so that the information is displayed by clicking the
"Column Settings" button.


Using the CLI to create Copy-on-Write Snapshot pairs TrueCopyAsync pairs
(1) Copy-on-Write Snapshot pairs and TrueCopyAsync pairs cannot be
created when all of the following conditions are met:
The Copy-on-Write Snapshot pair to be created is in the HUS100
series storage system.
The LU specified for the copy pair volume is already in use as a PVOL in a Copy-on-Write Snapshot pair.
For the Copy-on-Write Snapshot pair in (b), the data used by
Copy-on-Write Snapshot, and the management area are relationed
with different DP pools.
(2) Copy-on-Write Snapshot pair cannot be created by multi target
composition when over the 32.
When creating on the condition, use Element Manager to create pairs.



Changing copy pair status with Device Manager CLI
The pvolPoolID and svolPoolID in the ReplicationInfo instance of a response is -1
if the CLI ModifyReplication command is executed to AMS2000 without specifying
the following parameters:






pvolserialnum
pvoldevnum
svolserialnum
svolsequencenum
svoldevnum
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Creating QuickShadow, Copy-on-Write Snapshot, or ShadowImage pairs using CLI
If QuickShadow, Copy-on-Write Snapshot, or ShadowImage pairs are created by
using CLI commands, the same volume cannot be used by the following
combinations of copy types:






QuickShadow and ShadowImage
Copy-on-Write Snapshot and ShadowImage
Thin Image and ShadowImage

Remote path information when using tool other than Device Manager
When remote path information is set, changed, or deleted using storage
management tool other than Device Manager, if storage systems related to these
remote path information are refreshed simultaneously, Device Manager may
recognize the remote path information incorrectly.
In this case, refresh these storage systems sequentially.
At this time, the following symptoms occur in Device Manager CLI:
Remote path information is incorrect in GetReplicationControllerPair
command output.
If the remote path information is incorrect in the storage system specified by the
AddReplication command, it will fail with KAIC90083-E (error code= 7929).



Replication Manager copy pair count information mismatch
From the Pair Configurations view in Replication Manager, the value displayed for
the number of viewable copy pairs in the “Visible/Total” column in the Copy
Group Summary is sometimes different from the actual number of copy pairs
displayed in the Pairs tab.
The total number of copy pairs displayed in the “Pairs” tab is the actual number
of viewable copy pairs.
This problem occurs when all of the following conditions are met:
No Replication Manager license is registered, and Replication Manager is started
from Device Manager.
From the Pair Configurations view (accessible via the Explorer menu, Resources,
and then Pair Configurations), the Copy Pair Summary is viewed (accessible
by selecting Pair Configurations, Pair Management Servers, Config Files,
and then Copy Groups).
Copy pairs that cannot be viewed are in the copy group selected in (2).



Launching Element Manager of VSP from Internet Explorer 7, 8, or 9
When Element Manager is launched from Device Manager GUI, it is connected to
VSP with HTTPS. If the following conditions are met, a certificate error occurs and
Element Manager cannot be launched:
The browser to display Device Manager GUI is Internet Explorer 7, 8, or 9.
Common Name of the certificate is not the IP address of VSP.
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To launch Element Manager properly, assign the certificate whose IP address was
set to Common Name of the certificate correctly in VSP.


Linking with Storage Navigator Modular 2
When an operation for a dialog box in a Web Client is performed during loading
the screen of Storage Navigator Modular 2, the error message DMEG800005 may
occur. When this error occurs, continue the operation in the GUI.
In addition, when the following operations are performed, a KAIC10480-E error
may be displayed:
The Storage Navigator Modular 2 window is closed without a storage system
name node selected in the navigation area.
The Storage Navigator Modular 2 window is opened after performing (1) and a
node displayed below a storage system in the navigation area is selected.
You can avoid this error by selecting a storage system name node before the
Storage Navigator Modular 2 window is closed.
If this error occurs, log into Device Manager again, and then open the Storage
Navigator Modular 2 window.



Filter dialog box values
If a filter attribute is changed before its filter value in the filter dialog box is
shown, the filter value may be inconsistent.
In this case, redisplay the filters, or log in again. If the inconsistent filter value
appears after refreshing the screen, set up a filter value again after applying a
filter with a different attribute.



Multiple filter conditions in Logical Groups list
When multiple filter conditions are specified for the logical groups list, only the
first one is effective.
If specifying multiple filter conditions is required, repeat filtering one by one.



Logical group filtering by Encrypted column
Filtering by encrypted column cannot be applied for adding volumes in the Logical
Group dialog box.
In this case, sort the volumes by the encrypted column after filtering candidate
volumes by the other columns.
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File systems that cannot handle files larger than 2GB
The Hitachi Command Suite database must be installed in a file system that can
handle files larger than 2 GB.
If you are installing Hitachi Command Suite in a file system that cannot handle
files larger than 2 GB, specify the database installation destination in a file
system that can handle the larger file size.
To perform an upgrade installation of Hitachi Command Suite products to this
version from a version installed in a file system that cannot handle files larger
than 2 GB, perform the procedure below to move the database.
For details about moving the database, see the Hitachi Command Suite System
Configuration Guide.
Part 1: Export the database
Execute the hcmds64dbtrans command as follows:
installation-folder-for-Common-Component\bin\hcmds64dbtrans
/export /workpath work-folder /file archive-file /auto
Part 2: Remove Hitachi Command Suite
Navigate to Start > Settings > Control Panel.
Double-click Add or Remove Programs.
1In the Add or
Command Suite.

Remove

Programs

window,

select

Hitachi

Click Remove.
For details on how to remove Hitachi Command Suite, see the Hitachi Command
Suite Installation and Configuration Guide.
Part 3: Install Hitachi Command Suite
Specify a file system that can handle files larger than 2 GB for the installation
destination of the Hitachi Command Suite database.
For details about the installation procedure, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Installation and Configuration Guide.
Part 4: Import the database
Execute the hcmds64dbtrans command as follows:
installation-folder-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite-CommonComponent\bin\hcmds64dbtrans /import /workpath workingfolder /file archive-file /type ALL /auto
Specify true for the server.base.initialsynchro property on the Device
Manager server.
Other than user information, the hcmds64dbtrans command does not
migrate the Common Component repository. Therefore, you need to
synchronize the repository information with the imported Device Manager
database data as follows:
a. Specify true for the server.base.initialsynchro property on
the Tiered Storage Manager server.
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b. Start the Hitachi Command Suite product services on the
migration destination server as follows:
Select Start > All Programs > Hitachi Command Suite > Manage Services
> Start
c. Change the value of the server.base.initialsynchro
property on the Device Manager server back to false.
d. Change the value of the server.base.initialsynchro
property on the Tiered Storage Manager server back to false.


Installing the Device Manager Server
If the Device Manager server manages a large-scale environment, we do not
recommend using ZFS (Zettabyte File System) because problems may occur
when the storage system is refreshed. Instead, we recommend using UFS (Linux
File System). If the Device Manager server is installed in a ZFS environment, the
following procedure is available to re-install it in a UFS environment.
Part 1: Export the database
1. If Hitachi Command Suite products have been installed, stop their
services. For details about how to stop these services, see the relevant
manual for the product version used.
2. Execute the following commands to stop Hitachi Command Suite
Common Component, and then start HiRDB:
installation-directory-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite-CommonComponent/bin/hcmds64srv –stop
installation-directory-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite-CommonComponent/bin/hcmds64dbsrv –start
The following examples show how to execute the commands:
# /opt/HiCommand/Base64/bin/hcmds64srv –stop
# /opt/HiCommand/Base64/bin/hcmds64dbsrv -start
3. From the terminal window, execute the hcmds64dbtrans
command as described below.
The auto option can be specified only if Hitachi Command Suite
products have been installed:
installation-directory-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite-CommonComponent/bin/hcmds64dbtrans -export -workpath workingdirectory -file archive-file
The following example shows how to execute the command:
# /opt/HiCommand/Base64/bin/hcmds64dbtrans -export workpath /opt/trans_work -file /opt/trans_file/db_arc
Caution: Before exporting the database, review the notes in
“Migrating the Server Database” in the Hitachi Command Suite
Configuration Reference Guide.
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Part 2: Uninstall the Device Manager server
Move the current directory to the root (/), and then execute the
following command:
installation-directory-for-the-Device-Managerserver/Uninstall/uninstall.sh
Caution: Before uninstalling the Device Manager server, review the
notes in “Uninstalling the Device Manager server and Related Products”
in the Hitachi Command Suite Installation and Configuration Guide.
Part 3: Perform a new installation
1. Move the current directory to the directory that stores the Device
Manager server installer (install.sh). Then, execute the following
command:
# ./install.sh
2. Specify a UFS directory in which the Device Manager server
database files are stored.
Caution: Before installing the Device Manager server, review the notes
in “Installing the Device Manager server and Hitachi Storage Command
Suite Common Component” in the Hitachi Command Suite Installation
and Configuration Guide.
Part 4: Import the database
1. From the terminal window, execute the hcmds64dbtrans
command as follows:
installation-directory-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite-CommonComponent/bin/hcmds64dbtrans -import -workpath workingdirectory “-file archive-file” -type {ALL | Hitachi
Storage Command Suite products-whose-databases-will-bemigrated} -auto
The following example shows how to execute the command:
# /opt/HiCommand/Base64/bin/hcmds64dbtrans -import workpath /opt/trans_work -file /opt/trans_file/db_arc type ALL -auto
2. Synchronize the repository information with the imported
Device Manager database information
In the server.properties file, specify true for the
server.base.initialsynchro property.
The hcmds64dbtrans command does not migrate the Hitachi
Storage Command Suite products repository information other
than user information. Therefore, it is necessary to synchronize
the repository information with the database information of the
imported Device Manager server.
3. Execute the following command to start the Hitachi Command
Suite product services and Hitachi Command Suite Common
Component of the migration destination:
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installation-directory-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite-CommonComponent/bin/hcmds64srv -start
The following example shows how to execute the command:
# /opt/HiCommand/Base64/bin/hcmds64srv -start
4. Change the value of the server.base.initialsynchro
property in the server.properties file back to false.
Caution: Before importing the database, review the notes in
“Migrating the Server Database” in the Hitachi Command Suite
Configuration Reference Guide.


Overwriting Host Data Collector installation
When overwriting Host Data Collector installation, the Host Data Collector
already installed message appears, but you will not be able to remove Host
Data Collector by clicking Uninstall.



Uninstalling Host Data Collector
The following files or directories may remain after Host Data Collector on a Linux
host is uninstalled:
installation-directory/Winexe
installation-directory/HostDataCollector/conf/HDCPid.dat
In this case, delete them manually after the uninstallation.
Host Data Collector can be re-installed even if these files or directories remain.



Using Host Data Collector to register UNIX hosts
If a user who is using a login shell other than the default shell registers or
refreshes hosts, the operation may fail. Perform the task as a user with the
default login shell.



Displaying host capacity after creating LUSE or expanding DP volumes
When the capacity of hosts is changed by Create LUSE Volumes or Expand DP
Volumes, the capacity of hosts is not refreshed.
Refresh the hosts or the storage systems to display the latest capacity of hosts.



Host List screen
The progress bar may not be displayed correctly when a host is added.
In this case, please refresh the host list screen.
Task status of the second host or later in the host list of administration tab is
displayed as "-" when multiple hosts are registered by the virtualization server.



Maximum depth for a logical group folder
When a logical group folder has 14 or more hierarchies and the tree of the folder
has been expanded with 14 or more hierarchies, KAIC16009-E error may occur
after clicking the folder.
In this case, collapse the tree of the parent folder and re-expand the tree to the
folder.
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Logical groups and storage systems not managed by Device Manager
When deleted volumes or the volumes in storage systems that are not managed
by Device manager exist in a logical group, it takes a long time to operate the
logical group.
In this case, delete the logical group and create it again.



Logical groups in GUI
When many logical groups are displayed in the navigation area, if operations for
a logical group are performed, the following message may be displayed:
KAIC15901-E
The
session
is
not
valid.
(maintenance information=COMMUNICATION_ERROR)

Log

in

again.

In the navigation area, extract the required logical groups for the operation.


Creating and deleting logical groups using the GUI
Do not click OK repeatedly in the Create Logical Volumes dialog box or Delete
Logical Volumes dialog box. If you do this, multiple logical groups with the same
name may be created. In this case, delete the groups except one.
When the OK button is clicked repeatedly in the Delete Logical Groups dialog box,
KAIC15158-E messages may be displayed. In this case, ignore the messages
because the logical group has been properly deleted.



Storage systems where many command devices are recognized by many hosts
When 100 and more hosts that recognize command devices in a storage system
are detected, adding or refreshing the storage system may fail.
In that case, take either of the following actions to reduce the number of hosts
that recognize the command devices to less than 100, and add or refresh the
storage system again:
Remove the hosts that recognize the command devices from Device
Manager.
Uninstall Device Manager agent on each host that recognize the command
devices.
Unallocate the command devices from the hosts that recognize them.
For 100 and more hosts, use a CCI server instead of command devices.



Status of data collection tasks
Even if the progress rate of the following tasks is 100%, displaying the status
column in Data Collection Tasks tab of the Administration tab may still be
displayed as “In Progress":
Add Storage Systems
Refresh Storage Systems
Remove Storage Systems
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To confirm the actual status of these tasks, check the status column of Storage
Systems table by opening the Data Collection Task Detail dialog box of the task.
In addition to displaying the “In Progress” status, the logical group information
may not be updated.
To refer the last logical group information, wait for the status column of Data
Collection Tasks tab to display "Completed."


Refreshing or changing storage system configurations
When a refresh or configuration change of the following storage systems is
performed during refreshing or auto refreshing of the same storage system, the
subsequent refreshing or configuration change may fail with the KAIC05000-E if
the preceding refreshing fails or the preceding auto refreshing does not find
configuration change:






USP
USP V/VM
VSP
HUS VM
VSP G1000

If the above problem occurs, perform the operation (refreshing or configuration
change of the storage system) again.


Searching resources
Parity group search
Parity groups which can be searched using Keyword Search are in either of the
following storage systems.








VSP G1000
VSP
USP V/VM
USP
HUS VM
HUS100 series
AMS2000 series

Parity groups in storage systems other than the above cannot be searched using
Keyword Search.
Volume search
Search results may not be correct if "is not" is specified as a conditional equation
in volume search by label. Only volumes assigned labels can be searched.
In this case, sort the volumes by Label column after filtering candidate volumes
by attributes other than "Label".
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Public search conditions
If saved search conditions contain a resource that a user cannot view, the search
conditions may be improperly displayed.
If this happens, and then Search is clicked, the displayed search results may
differ from the saved search conditions.
This problem occurs when either of the following conditions is met:
A resource for which the user does not have the view permission is
specified for the saved search criteria.
Resources have been deleted from the saved search criteria.
Do not save search conditions containing a resource that a user cannot view.



Search condition on capacity
A search condition that includes the capacity attribute saved as private search
condition cannot be changed to a public search condition. If this occurs, save the
search condition as public first.



Search condition on storage system name
A search condition that includes the storage system name cannot be displayed
again.
In this case, please set the storage system name to search the storage system.



Sorting the Copy Info column
The Copy Info (P-Vol) column and the Copy Info (S-Vol) column are linked when
the columns are sorted. When either header of the two columns is clicked, the
values of both columns are sorted in alphabetical order.
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Sorting and filtering
The following columns might not be sortable, or if they are sorted, they might not
be sorted correctly:
Columns on volumes:


Volume Attribute



RAID Level



Drive Speed(RPM)



Chip Type



Drive Capacity



Copy Information(P-VOL)



Copy Information(S-VOL)



GAD Pair Status



GAD CTG ID



Capacity



Parity Group



No. of Paths



Filesystem



Filesystem Used %



Vendor



Used %



No. of LUN Paths



Host



WWN



Virtual LDEV ID



Migration Restrictions



Full Allocation



Reserved Capacity

Columns on parity groups:


Parity Group



Cache Mode



RAID Level



Drive Speed(RPM)
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Chip Type



Total Capacity



Unallocated Capacity



Free Capacity



Usable Volumes



No. of Volumes



Form Factor

Columns on DP pools:


Pool Type



Subscription



No. of Parity Groups



Total Capacity



Drive Type



Drive Speed (RPM)



Chip Type



Form Factor

Columns on tiers:


Parity Group



Free Capacity



Tier No



Volume Location



Drive Type



Drive Speed



No. of Parity Groups



Total Capacity

Columns on file servers:


Model

Columns on storage systems:


Model

Columns on data collection tasks:


Target Type
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Storage Systems

The following restrictions apply only to Migration Projects of the Mobility tab.
The following columns cannot be sorted:
Columns on migration projects:
Columns on target resource Group of the setting window of Resource Group
Mappings:


Name



Description



Number of User Groups to Be Assigned

Columns on storage port mappings of the setting window of Port Mapping:


Target Storage Port

Columns on migration jobs:


No. of Volumes



Capacity



Config File Migration Status



Aggregated Copy Pair Status

Columns on data migration status:


Step 1



Step 2



Step 3



Step 4



Step 5

The following columns in the task details of Migrate Config Files:


Message

The following columns in the task details of Online Migration:


Status



Estimated Time



Remaining Time



Elapsed Time
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Message

Columns on host:


Data Collector

The following restrictions apply only to the Analytics tab.
The following columns cannot be sorted:
Columns on volumes:


Virtual LDEV ID



Virtual Host Group ID



Pool of Ext. Volume



Ext. Storage Series

Columns on parity groups:


H/W Tier No.



Pool

Columns on ports:


No. of Volumes

The following restrictions apply only to Migration Projects of the Mobility tab.
The following columns cannot be sorted:
Columns on migration projects:
Columns on target resource Group of the setting window of Resource Group
Mappings:


Name



Description



Number of User Groups to Be Assigned

Columns on storage port mappings of the setting window of Port Mapping:


Target Storage Port

Columns on migration jobs:


No. of Volumes



Capacity
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Config File Migration Status



Aggregated Copy Pair Status

Columns on data migration status:


Step 1



Step 2



Step 3



Step 4



Step 5

The following columns in the task details of Migrate Config Files:


Message

The following columns in the task details of Nondisruptive Migration:


Status



Estimated Time



Remaining Time



Elapsed Time



Message

The filtering result of the following columns might not be correct:
Columns on volumes:


No. of LUN Paths



No. of Paths



Filesystem



Filesystem Used %



Vendor



GAD Pair Status



GAD CTG ID

Columns on parity groups:


Total Capacity

Columns on DP pools:


Subscription
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Total Capacity



Chip Type

Columns on hosts:


OS



IP Address

The following restrictions apply only to the Analytics tab.
The following columns cannot be filtered:
Columns on volumes:


Ext. Storage Series



Used %

Columns on parity groups:


H/W Tier No.

Columns on ports:


No. of Volumes

The following items cannot be filtered in the Select DP Pool dialog box:


Used Capacity



Subscription

The error occurs when the following columns are selected on the filter for the
volume list.


Copy Info(P-VOL) and Copy Info(S-VOL)



Volume Attribute and Storage System



Volume Attribute and Copy Info(P-VOL)



Volume Attribute and Copy Info(S-VOL)



Volume Attribute and Pool

The following restrictions apply only to Migration Projects of the Mobility tab.
The following columns cannot be filtered:
Columns on migration jobs:
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No. of Volumes



Capacity



Config File Migration Status



Aggregated Copy Pair Status

Columns on data migration status:


Step 1



Step 2



Step 3



Step 4



Step 5

The following columns in the task details of Migrate Config Files:


Message

The following columns in the parity groups of Prepare Target Secondary Volumes,
and Online Migration:





No. of Volumes



Ext. Storage System

The display target for the External Volumes tab in the External Storage window
When creating a path on a storage port that is LUN security disabled, available
external volumes are not displayed in the External Volumes tab.
To check the path setting concerning LUN security, perform the following CLI
command:
Perform CLI GetStorageArray (subtarget=Port) command.



Virtualizing volumes and external paths (error KAIC15001-E)
A task will fail with the KAIC15001-E error when virtualizing storage from GUI in
the following procedures:
Selecting volumes assigned an external path and launching
Virtualize Volumes dialog.
Selecting both the internal storage system port and the external
storage system port that were used in the path in (1).
Perform virtualizing storage using either of the following procedures:
Change either an internal storage system port or an external
storage system port and perform the operation.
Delete all the external paths and perform the operation.
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Virtual Parity Group information
Virtual Parity Group information is not displayed in the volume list. Check the
virtual Parity Group information from the Detailed Information dialog for each
volume.



Mozilla 1.7.13 (HP-UX 11iv3) support
In this release, Device Manager GUI does not support connecting to a Device
Manager server by using Mozilla 1.7.13 (HP-UX 11iv3 on PA-RISC) with an IPv6
protocol.



Automatic screen refresh
Even if information displayed on the screen changes by the task execution, it
may not be updated automatically.
In this case, refresh the screen manually.



Storage system list
The storage system list may not be updated automatically when the storage
system is deleted.
In this case, please update the storage list screen manually.



Operation not completed after logging on GUI
When the operation is not done for 30 minutes or more after logging on GUI, the
following error may be displayed:
The session is not valid. You must log in again. (KAIC16009-E)
When this error is displayed, log in again.



Allocate Volumes dialog with 30 or more hosts
When Allocate Volumes dialog is launched with 30 or more hosts, the screen may
not be updated. In this case, refresh the task dialog.



Improper task listed in Task List
The task which cannot be created correctly may be displayed in the task screen.
In this case, display the task list screen again.



Task Summary and Global Monitoring mismatch
The number of tasks displayed in the task summary dialog box is not the same as
the one that is shown in Global Monitoring Area.
In this case, please check the task summary screen.



Warning banner settings
The preview of the warning banner in the setting dialog is not displayed correctly.
Confirm the warning banner in the login dialog box.
When warning banner messages are set with the hcmds64banner command,
HTML tags may be ignored. The HTML tags that can be used for warning banners
are as follows:
<b></b>
<i></i>
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<center></center>
<br>
<div dir="ltr"></dir>
<div dir="rtl"></dir>
<div style="direction:ltr"></dir>
<div style="direction:rtl"></div>

Installation precautions
Please review the following manual references for installation.
Component

Reference

Device
Server

See “Installing” in the Hitachi Command Suite Installation and
Configuration Guide.

Manager

GUI

See the online help.

CLI

See “Requirements for CLI Operations”
Command Suite CLI Reference Guide.

Device
Agent

Manager

in

the

Hitachi

See Installing the Device Manager Agent in Windows and
Installing the Device Manager Agent in Linux in the Hitachi
Command Suite Installation and Configuration Guide.

Usage precautions
Performing an upgrade installation of Device Manager v8.1.2-03 or later
Before performing an upgrade installation of Device Manager 8.1.2-00, back up
the data in Device Manager 8.1.2-00 by using the command hcmds64backups.
Data that was backed up in Device Manager 8.1.2-03 or later cannot be used to
restore the Device Manager 8.1.2-00 environment.

Using Device Manager on a Linux server
To use Device Manager on a Linux server, configure and start X server.
When it cannot connect to the X server, the following symptoms will occur.
-

In the Analytics tab, the PDF file export of the health check report will fail.

-

In the Replication tab, the PDF file export of Universal Replicator
performance report will fail.

Creating Universal Replicator pair volumes that exceed 4 TB:
When using the command AddReplication to create a Universal Replicator pair
volume, if you want to specify a volume that exceeds 4 TB for the primary
volume and the secondary volume, both the primary storage system and the
secondary storage system must be VSP G1000 version 80-02-2X-XX/XX or later.
If one of the storage systems is not VSP G1000 version 80-02-2X-XX/XX or later
and you specify a volume that exceeds 4 TB, the following error occurs:
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ERROR RESPONSE:
KAIC90083-E Device Manager Server Exception:
error code= 7774
error level= 2
error source= StorageManager.AddReplication
description=
An attempt to create a pair has failed. Error detail, host "<IP Address>" : An
error occurred during processing of the service by the host agent. Host agent
Error Message : "An error occurred during processing to create a pair." Command
Error Message : "paircreate: [EX_CMDRJE] An order to the control/command
device was rejected Refer to the command ...

Executing a task for a volume for which Full Allocation is enabled or a task
that changes Full Allocation for a volume from disabled to enabled.
If you execute one of the tasks listed in "Tasks" while all the conditions listed in
"Conditions" are met, the task might fail with error KAIC06400-E (error code 1 =
"3005", error code 2 = "208115").
Tasks:
-

Create Volumes
Allocate Volumes
Allocate Like Volumes
Expand DP Volume
Migrate Data
Change to Global-Active Device Volumes

Conditions:
-

The executed task is for a volume for which Full Allocation is enabled, or
the task changes Full Allocation of a volume from disabled to enabled.
After the task is executed, the used capacity of the pool is close to Used
Threshold 2.

In such a case, the used capacity of the pool might exceed Used Threshold 2 in
the target storage system. Perform one of the following operations:
-

Select a different pool.
Expand the pool.
Decrease the capacity of the volume.
Disable Full Allocation.
Change Used Threshold 2.

Setting a CTG ID to a copy group of global-active device pairs
If you use Device Manager to set a CTG ID (consistency group ID) to a copy
group of global-active device pairs, do not use software other than Device
Manager to simultaneously set the same CTG ID. If the same CTG ID is set
simultaneously, even if you set a CTG ID that is not being used, the specified
CTG ID might already have been used.
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If the same CTG ID might have been set simultaneously, check whether the CTG
contains any unintended copy group. If the CTG does contain such a copy group,
delete the copy group that was specified with Device Manager, and then create
the copy group again by using an unused CTG ID.

Selecting an existing copy group by allocating global-active device
volumes
In the dialog boxes below, the drop-down list for selecting existing copy groups
might contain copy groups other than global-active device copy groups.
Furthermore, a copy group other than a global-active device copy group might be
selected by default.
-

Allocate Volumes dialog box
Allocate Like Volumes dialog box
Change to Global-Active Device Volumes dialog box

In such a case, select a copy group for global-active device, or select the [New]
radio button to create a new copy group for global-active device.
Note that when you execute the task by selecting a copy group other than a
global-active device copy group, the task might fail with the following
KAIC07939-E error message:
The request has failed. Replication pairs in the same replication group must have
the same replication function. (KAIC07939-E)
In such a case, perform the following operations:
(1) Execute the Unallocate Volumes task for the following volumes:
- The primary and secondary volumes allocated by the failed task (if the
failed task is either Allocate Volumes or Allocate Like Volumes)
- The secondary volume allocated by the failed task (if the failed task is
Change to Global-Active Device Volumes)
(2) Try the operation again. In this operation, do not select a copy group that
is not a global-active device copy group from the drop-down list for
selecting existing copy groups.

SNMP trap reception by Device Manager on a Linux server
To enable Device Manager on a Linux server to receive SNMP traps, install the
following RPM packages:
-

net-snmp-<X.X.X-XX.XXX>.x86_64.rpm

-

net-snmp-libs-<X.X.X-XX.XXX>.x86_64.rpm

-

net-snmp-utils-<X.X.X-XX.XXX>.x86_64.rpm

Note: The value of <X.X.X-XX.XXX> varies based on the OS version.

SSL/TLS connections failing with KAIC90136-E or KAIC90137-E in the
Device Manager CLI
An SSL/TLS connection might fail with KAIC90136-E or KAIC90137-E even if the
certificate file is in the specified path and is valid.
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If this error occurs even after you download the certificate file again, possible
causes are as follows:
-

The protocols used for an SSL/TLS connection do not match between the
Device Manager server and Device Manager CLI.
The cipher suites used for an SSL/TLS connection do not match between
the Device Manager server and Device Manager CLI.

If an SSL/TLS connection failed due to one of the causes above, revise the JRE
used by the Device Manager server and Device Manager CLI. If the problem
persists, in the server.properties file, revise the settings of protocols
(server.https.protocols) and cipher suites (server.https.enabledCipherSuites)
used by the Device Manager SSL/TLS connection.

Creating file systems for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F
In the Create File System dialog box for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS
Platform F, if the number of pools or volumes in a storage system is large and
[Any] is selected from the storage system combo box, the KAIC15005-E error
may occur and the selection of volumes that meet the conditions may fail.
In this case, create a file system after selecting a file server in the Resources tab.

Rreleasing file shares of the file server (Hitachi Data Ingestor, Hitachi NAS
Platform F):
File shares that use both protocols cannot release only one protocol.
In the Shares tab window that displays the list of file shares, If only one of the
protocols from file shares that use both protocols is selected and then the file
share is released, the file share is released for both protocols.

Creating file systems for Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F
Creation of a file system might fail if operations to create a file system for Hitachi
Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F and to refresh the file server by using
the file server management software are performed at the same time.
If this problem occurs, the following message is displayed in the "Message"
column in "File Option settings" in the Task Details window: "(maintenance
information = KAIC07410-E An attempt to update the host information has failed.
Another operation that updates the host information is already being executed.)".
However the file system itself is actually created.
Using the file server management software, refresh the file server.
If "Cancel" is displayed in the "Status" column of "Sharing Directory" or of
"Snapshot Setting Summary" in the Task Details window, use the file server
management software to select the target file system and, if necessary, create a
share directory or specify snapshot settings.

Allocating volumes to Hitachi Data Ingestor or Hitachi NAS Platform F in
version 7.6.0-03 and later:
In [Host Group and LUN Settings], you can no longer select [File Operating
System] as the platform. However, if the storage system is the HUS100 series or
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Hitachi AMS2000 series, the following host mode options are automatically
selected:
(1) S-VOL Disable Advanced Mode
(2) Unique Write Same Mode
(3) DP Depletion Detail Reply Mode

Changing access control settings
When the following operations that change user control settings are performed,
the changes are not promptly reflected for users who are already logged in:
-

Adding users to, or deleting them from, user groups
Deleting user groups
Changing roles or assignments of resource groups for a user group

The changes will be reflected after the user logs out and then logs in again.

Remote path group IDs used for global-active device volumes:
When global-active device volumes are allocated in Device Manager, the path
group with the smallest ID is automatically selected. If you want to specify the
path group ID, use Replication Manager.

Analyzing a storage system added by using the CLI AddStorageArray
command in the Analytics tab:
If a storage system was added by executing the CLI AddStorageArray command
without specifying the displayfamily parameter, the following problems occur
when the storage system is analyzed:
(1) When the Identify Performance Problems Wizard in the Analytics Tab is
used, analysis fails with the KAIC16302-E message.
(2) The health check in the Analytics tab fails with the KAIC15001-E message.
(3) When Analyze MP Blades/Units in the Analytics Tab is used, analysis fails
with the KAIC15001-E message.
The above problems can be recovered by deleting the storage system information,
and then again adding the storage system by using the GUI or the CLI
AddStorageArray command with the displayfamily parameter specified.
Note: When the storage system is deleted, the label information and the
configuration of logical groups will be deleted. Therefore, record the above
information before deleting it, and then set that information again.

Cases where the KAIC10480-E error occurs when launching Storage
Navigator Modular 2
If you launch Storage Navigator Modular 2 from Device Manager and select a
menu item from the navigation tree, the KAIC10480-E error might occur.
If the error code is "An error occurred in the SNM2 API", restart the Hitachi
Command Suite product services.

Users who delete volumes
If the user does not have the Admin, Modify, or Storage Administrator
(Provisioning) permission for the pool or parity group that contains a volume, the
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user cannot delete the volume. Delete the volume as a user who has such
permissions.

When a backup for the Hitachi Command Suite database is restored
When a backup for the Hitachi Command Suite database is restored, if the
configurations of the resource groups registered for the VSP G1000 storage
system are different from the corresponding database, refreshing that storage
system may cause the following problems to occur:
(1) The resource group that belongs to the refreshed storage system will be
replaced with another resource group on the same storage system and
registered to a user group, and the resources that the users of that user
group can access will change.
(2) The descriptions set for the resource groups that belong to the refreshed
storage system will be set for other resource groups on the same storage
system.
(3) If (2) above occurs, the resource group may be unintentionally registered
as a resource pool.
(4) If the resource group belongs to a virtual storage machine created by
using CCI or Device Manager CLI, resource groups may be registered for
resource groups different from those they were registered for before the
refresh.
If the problems above occur, recover by performing the following:
If (1) or (2) occurred, re-set the user groups for the corresponding resource
group and re-set the description of the corresponding resource group.
If (3) occurred, perform the recovery procedure described in "Notes on the
description of resource groups for the virtual storage machine".
If (4) occurred, perform the procedure described in "Notes on virtual storage
machines created by using CCI or the Device Manager CLI".

Upgrading Device Manager when using Tuning Manager
If you upgrade Device Manager from 8.0.0 to 8.0.1 or later, also upgrade Tuning
Manager to 8.0.1 or later.
If you do not upgrade Tuning Manager, the Main Console of Tuning Manager
displays an invalid value in the "Virtual Model" column of the VSP G1000 volume
information. (For more information about the invalid values, see Table 1-1.)
The above problem occurs if you do not upgrade Tuning Manager and all the
following conditions are met:
-

-

The Main Console of Tuning Manager is monitoring a virtual storage
machine for which USP VM, USP V, or NSC55 is set for the virtual model of
the VSP G1000 storage system.
The system is operating with the following combination of products:
 Tuning Manager 8.0.0
 Device Manager 8.0.1 or later

Table 1-1:
Storage type of the virtual model

Correct value

Invalid value

1. USP VM USP VM USP_V
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2. USP V USP V USP_V
3. NSC55 NSC USP
To check the correct virtual model name of a virtual storage machine, see the
name displayed in the "Virtual Model" column of the volume list on the
"Resources" tab of Device Manager.

Health check in Analytics Tab
When running a health check in the Analytics Tab, if the version of Agent for
RAID of Hitachi Tuning Manager meets either of the following conditions, start
Performance Reporter of Hitachi Tuning Manager and change the performance
data save condition as described below:
(1) The version is earlier than 8.0.1.
(2) The version is an upgrade to 8.0.1 from a version earlier than 8.0.1.
[The save condition to be changed]
Record type:
PI
Place to change:
Period - Hour Drawer (Day)
Before change:
7 (Default value)
After change:
9
For details on how to make such modifications, see "Performance data save
conditions" in the section "Using Store databases to manage data" in the manual
"Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Agent Administration Guide".
If you do not change the save condition, some performance data may not be
analyzed because the length of the retention period of the data is insufficient.

Resource groups on the VSP G1000 storage system when the storage
system is refreshed
When the VSP G1000 storage system is refreshed, if the configuration of a
resource group on the storage system is changed, the following problems may
occur:
(1) The resource group that belongs to the refreshed storage system will be
replaced with another resource group on the same storage system and
registered to a user group, and the resources that the users of that user
group can access will change.
(2) The descriptions set for the resource groups that belong to the refreshed
storage system will be set for other resource groups on the same storage
system.
(3) If (2) above occurs, the resource group may be unintentionally registered
as a resource pool.
(4) If the resource group belongs to a virtual storage machine created by
using CCI or Device Manager CLI, resource groups may be registered for
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resource groups different from those they were registered for before the
refresh.
If the problems above occur, recover by performing the following:
If (1) or (2) occurred, re-set the user groups for the corresponding resource
group and re-set the description of the corresponding resource group.
If (3) occurred, perform the recovery procedure described in "Notes on the
description of resource groups for the virtual storage machine".
If (4) occurred, perform the procedure described in "Notes on virtual storage
machines created by using CCI or the Device Manager CLI".

The description of resource groups for the virtual storage machine
In the description of resource groups for the virtual storage machine, do not
specify the following string:
"Resource Pool for <virtual-storage-machine-model>.<virtual-storage-machineserial-number> virtual storage machine"
For example, if <virtual-model-name> is VSP and <virtual-serial-number> is
12345, the string would be "Resource Pool for VSP.12345 virtual storage
machine"
If this string is set, the corresponding resource group may be unintentionally set
as a resource pool.
If this occurs, recover the resource group by performing the following.
(1) Record the following information:
- Resources registered for the corresponding resource group
- Corresponding resource groups registered for the user group
Note: The list of resource groups registered for the user group can be
output as a CSV file.
[Administration] tab > [User Groups] > Export to CSV
(2) Use Storage Navigator used in case HCS is not available to delete the
corresponding resource group.
Note: If the corresponding resource group belongs to a virtual storage
machine created by using CCI or Device Manager, see "Notes on virtual
storage machines created by using CCI or the Device Manager CLI", and
then continue to (3) below.
(3) Refresh the storage system to which the corresponding resource group
belongs.
(4) Based on the information recorded in (1), re-create the resource group,
and then re-register the corresponding resource group to the user group.

Notes about user authentication when using CCI 01-32-03/xx or later
When both of the following conditions are met, user authentication for the
storage system is required in addition to user authentication for the virtual
storage machine:
(1) CCI 01-32-03/xx or later is used.
(2) SSL/TLS is not used between the Device Manager server and the Device
Manager agent.
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If both of the above conditions are met and if user authentication for the storage
system is not performed, an operation to add a pair that uses virtual IDs might
fail.

When global-active device volumes are allocated for ShadowImage
volumes other than those with the PSUS pair status
If a global-active device volume is allocated for a ShadowImage volume other
than that in the PSUS pair status, processing for Zero Page Reclaim will fail with
the KAIC06400-E error.
Change the pair status to PSUS before allocating a global-active device volume.
If the error occurs, change the pair status to PSUS, and then retry the Zero Page
Reclaim.

Executing the DeleteVResourcePartitionUnit command of the Device
Manager CLI
If execution of the DeleteVResourcePartitionUnit command fails with the message
below, specify a different host group or delete the path, and then try the
DeleteVResourcePartitionUnit command again.
----KAIC90083-E Device Manager Server Exception:
error code= 8274
error level= 2
error source= StorageManager.DeleteVResourcePartitionUnit
description=The specified resource group (name = "resource-group-name")
cannot be deleted because a path is set to the host group (port ID = "port-ID",
domain ID = "domain-ID").
-----

The message KAIC07755-E, KAIC07774-E, KAIC07776-E, or KAIC07777-E,
which is displayed in a copy pair operation
When the GUI or CLI displays the message KAIC07755-E, KAIC07774-E,
KAIC07776-E, or KAIC07777-E during a copy pair operation, the SSB code might
be included in the following format:
SSB=0xXXXX,0xYYYY
(Example: SSB=0xD004,0xFC7E)
The SSB code is error identification information output by CCI. Refer to the CCI
User Guide, and use the SSB code to check the cause of the problem.
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Using the Device Manager CLI in AIX
When using the Device Manager CLI in AIX, in an environment where there is a
setting to use JSSE in JRE, the following error occurs:
-

KAIC90139-E A connection cannot be established. (reason = "Cannot find
the specified class java.security.PrivilegedActionException:
java.lang.ClassNotFoundException:
com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.SSLSocketFactoryImpl")

In this case, you need to delete the following line from the file <JRE-installationdirectory>/lib/security/java.security:
ssl.SocketFactory.provider=com.sun.net.ssl.internal.ssl.SSLSocketFactoryImpl
The setting to use JSSE in JRE which was written in the "Hitachi Command Suite
Administrator Guide" before version 8.0.0 is unnecessary.

The Identify Performance Problems wizard in the Analytics tab, the
Refresh Performance Data on the Replication tab, when the number of
Agent for RAID instances connected to the HTnM server is more than 11.
For Tuning Manager server that is 8.0.0-00 - 8.0.0-05, if when the number of
Agent for RAID instances connected to the HTnM server is more than 11, the
following (a) or (b) symptoms may occur in Analytics tab and Replication tab.
(a) When the Identify Performance Problems wizard performs minute-based
analysis for more than 72 minutes, the Target Selection window and the
Overview window, the following message is displayed:
The performance data for the storage system being monitored by the
following Tuning Manager agent will be displayed in hours because the
Tuning Manager API of the Tuning Manager agent cannot be used. (agent
name(s) = <Agent-instance-service-name>)
(b) Task of Refresh Performance Data in Replication Tab fails with
KAIC70000-E (Details: KAIC08052-E).
If (a) or (b) symptoms occur, upgrade both Tuning Manager server to 8.0.0-06 or
later.

The resource pool of a virtual storage machine
When the Device Manager GUI is used to perform operations on a resource group
of a virtual storage machine, a resource might be moved to the resource pool of
the virtual storage machine. Furthermore, since an existing resource group might
unintentionally be set up as a resource pool, restrict user groups that add
resource pools to the user groups that manage all the resources of the virtual
storage machine.
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Virtual storage machines created by using CCI or the Device Manager CLI
If there is a virtual storage machine created by using CCI or the Device Manager
CLI, an unintended resource group was set up as the resource pool of the virtual
storage machine. Therefore, carry out the following procedure.
(1) To identify a resource pool set up by Device Manager, carry out the
following steps (a) and (b):
(a) On the [Administration] tab, select the [Resource Groups] tree. The
list of resource groups will be displayed.
(b) If there is a resource group whose value in the [Description] column
corresponds to "Resource Pool for <virtual-model-name>.<virtualserial-number> virtual storage machine" in the list of resource groups
displayed in (a), then that resource group is a resource pool. For
example, if <virtual-model-name> is VSP and <virtual-serial-number>
is 12345, the value in the [Description] column for the resource pool is
"Resource Pool for VSP.12345 virtual storage machine".
(2) Check whether there is a user group setting for the resource pool
identified in (1). You can check this by referring to the [User Groups]
column in the list of resource groups.
(3) If the check in (2) shows that the resource pool has a user group and the
user group manages all the resources of the virtual storage machine,
carry out the following steps (a) and (b).
(a) Create a new resource group that contains only resources whose
access is controlled by a user group (which must not be a user
group that manages all resources on the virtual storage machine).
(b) Add the resource group created in (3)(a) to the user group of
(3)(a).
If the resource pool is different from the first resource pool created by the virtual
storage machine and the resource pool needs to be restored, perform the
following.
(1) Record the following information:
-

Resources registered for the corresponding virtual storage machine

-

Resources registered for the resource group that belongs to the
corresponding virtual storage machine

-

Corresponding resource groups registered for the user group
Note: The list of resource groups registered for the user group can be
output as a CSV file.
[Administration] tab > [User Groups] > Export to CSV

(2) Delete the corresponding virtual storage machine from Hitachi Command
Suite.
(3) Follow the procedure used to create the corresponding virtual storage
machine to re-create the virtual storage machine.
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(4) Based on the information recorded in (1), re-create the resource group,
and then re-register the corresponding resource group to the user group.

Managing all the resources of a virtual storage machine
If the resource pool of a virtual storage machine is assigned to a user group and
that user group controls access to all the resources of a virtual storage machine,
add to the user group all the resource groups that will be added on the virtual
storage machine.

Creating virtual storage machines by using the Device Manager CLI
We recommend using the Device Manager GUI to create virtual storage machines.
When using the AddVResourcePartitionUnit command to create a virtual storage
machine, carry out the procedure described in "Notes on virtual storage machines
created by using CCI or the Device Manager CLI".

Executing the DeleteVResourcePartitionUnit command of the Device
Manager CLI
In the parameter vrpuid of the DeleteVResourcePartitionUnit command you can
specify a virtual resource group. However, in vrpuid, do not specify a resource
group that was set up as the resource pool of a virtual storage machine by the
Device Manager GUI. However, when deleting a virtual storage machine, in
vrpuid you can specify a resource group that was set up as a resource pool.
Use the following procedure to check whether a resource group was set up as the
resource pool of a virtual storage machine by the Device Manager GUI.
(1) On the [Administration] tab, select the [Resource Groups] tree. The list of
resource groups will be displayed.
(2) The resource group whose value in the [Description] column corresponds
to "Resource Pool for <virtual-model-name>.<virtual-serial-number>
virtual storage machine" in the list of resource groups is a resource pool.
For example, if <virtual-model-name> is VSP and <virtual-serialnumber> is 12345, the value in the [Description] column for the resource
pool is "Resource Pool for VSP.12345 virtual storage machine".
If a resource pool has already been deleted, when the storage system is
refreshed, an unintended resource group is set up as a resource pool. Therefore,
after refreshing a storage system, carry out the procedure described in "Notes on
virtual storage machines created by using CCI or the Device Manager CLI

Collecting Performance Data using Tuning Manager API in the Analytics
Tab and the Replication Tab
For Tuning Manager server or Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID that is 8.0.0-00 8.0.0-03, if collecting Performance Data takes time from Tuning Manager - Agent
for RAID, the following (a) or (b) symptoms may occur in Analytics tab and
Replication tab, even Tuning Manager can communicate with Agent for RAID.
(a) When using Identify Performance Problem Wizard in Analytics Tab,
KAIC15633-E (Cause: KAIC08841-E or KAIC08850-E) will display in the
chart or table and no data will be displayed.
(b) Task of Refresh Performance Data in Replication Tab fails with
KAIC08052-E (Details: KAIC08841-E or KAIC08850-E).
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If (a) or (b) symptoms occur, upgrade both Tuning Manager server and Tuning
Manager - Agent for RAID to 8.0.0-04 or later.

The use of Analytics Tab and Replication Tab using SSL communication,
when Oracle JDK is set
When using Analytics Tab and Replication Tab, in an environment where some
one of Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID from 8.0.0-00 to 8.0.0-03 is installed,
the following symptoms occur.
(a) When using Identify Performance Problem Wizard in Analytics Tab,
KAIC15633-E (Cause: KAIC08841-E or KAIC08850-E) will display in the
chart or table and no data will be displayed.
(b) Task of Refresh Performance Data in Replication Tab fails with
KAIC08052-E (Details: KAIC08841-E or KAIC08850-E).
This problem occurs when all of the following conditions are met:
(1) The installed version of Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID is from 8.0.0-00
to 8.0.0-03.
(2) Oracle JDK is installed in a Tuning Manager server host, but the Oracle
JavaTM Cryptography Extension (JCE) is not installed.
(3) The hcmds64chgjdk command is used to switch from the JDK used in HCS
to the Oracle JDK.
(4) SSL/TLS is enabled by the settings for using the Tuning Manager API.
(5) The Tuning Manager API is used to obtain performance data.
When the symptoms above occur, either upgrade Tuning Manager - Agent for
RAID to 8.0.0-04 or later, or execute the following solution.
[Solution]
Execute the following solution (1) or (2).
(1) Change the htnm_httpsd.conf file of the Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID
host as follows, and then restart the service of the Tuning Manager Agent REST API component:
Before the change: SSLRequiredCiphers AES256-SHA256
After the change: SSLRequiredCiphers AES256-SHA256:AES128-SHA256
(2) In the Tuning Manager server host, install the Oracle JavaTM
Cryptography Extension (JCE) and then restart all Hitachi Command Suite
services in that host.

Analyzing journal performance in the Replication tab
When you analyze Universal Replicator performance data in the Replication tab
(in the wizard mode, advanced mode, or PDF file export), use Hitachi Tuning
Manager Agent for RAID 8.0.0-02 or later(*) to analyze the following metrics:
-

Host Write Transfer Rate to M-JNL
Host Write IOPS to M-JNL
M-JNL Async Transfer Rate to RCU
If you do not use Hitachi Tuning Manager Agent for RAID 8.0.0-02 or later
when analyzing the metrics above, incorrect values are displayed in the
wizard mode, advanced mode, or PDF file export.
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- (*)The version of Agent for RAID included in Hitachi Command Suite 8.0.000~03 is 8.0.0-00.
- When using the version of Agent for RAID included in Hitachi Command
Suite 8.0.0-00~03, make sure to apply the service pack of Agent for RAID
8.0.0-02.
- If Agent for RAID 8.0.0-02 has already been applied, there is no need to
apply the Agent for RAID included in Hitachi Command Suite 8.0.0-03.
- If the Agent for RAID is applied by mistake, reapply service pack of Agent
for RAID 8.0.0-02.

Upgrade precautions


Device Manager server

#
1

Upgrade Precautions

Applied products

About the lapse of time for upgrade installation.
When upgrading the version from 7.6.1 or earlier to
8.0.0 or later, the upgrade installation may take a long
time to move the place of database from 32 bit to 64 bit.
The estimate time for the upgrade installation depends
on the size of the database. The following shows criterion
of a configuration with which might take more than three
hours for the installation of Hitachi Command Suite
products.

Device
server

Manager

Applied
OS
All*

An environment of installation
CPU: vCPU * 2 (4GHz)
HDD: SATA drive 7200rpm 1TB
The estimate time for installation (upgrade from V7.6.1
to V8.0.0)
(1) The estimate time for products first installation
The estimate time for the installation is the total
time of the Backup-time (*1) of every Hitachi
Command Suite products that had already been
installed which shown in Table 1 or Table 2, and
the Import-time of the installing product, and
etc. in the tables.
*1: The first upgrade installation takes longer
time because backup of every installed Hitachi
Command Suite products have to take place.
(2) The estimate time for the products installation
after (1)
The estimate time for the installation is the total
time of the Import-time of the products shown
in Table1 and Table2, and etc. in the tables.
Table1 estimating time for installation (Windows)
units: minutes
# Product
Composition Backup Import
name
1 -Device
-Volumes:
11
35
Manager,
128,000
-Tiered
-Paths:
Storage
512,000
Manager,
-Hosts: 1,000
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Replication
Manager
2 -Tuning
Manager
3 -Global
-Paths/hosts:
Link
1,000
Manager
-Hosts: 60
Pathstatusl
og:4GB
(total
capacity)
4 -Compute -Chassis: 200
Systems
-Blades:
Manager
1,000
-Hosts: 1,000

14

9

48

2

7

43

2

2

21

Table2 estimating time for installation (Linux)
units: minutes
# Product
Composition
Backup Import
name
1 -Device
-Volumes:
4
36
Manager,
128,000
-Tiered
-Paths:
Storage
512,000
Manager,
-Hosts: 1,000
Replication
Manager
2 -Tuning
3
7
Manager

etc.
35

17

*: Applies to all supported operating systems in Device Manager.

Update information of Hitachi NAS Platform
If either of the following conditions is met, an attempt to update information of
Hitachi NAS Platform fails with the KAIC05133-E error and "Failed" is displayed in
the "Refresh Status" column of the file server.
- A CIFS license is valid and the CIFS service is invalid.
- A NFS license is valid and the NFS service is invalid.
If the above problem occurs, use System Management Unit to perform one of the
following actions:
- If a CIFS license is valid, enable the CIFS service.
- If a NFS license is valid, enable the NFS service.

Changing port numbers in the CIM/WBEM function
If server.cim.support.protocol property in the server.properties file is set to 1
(only http is enabled), do not set the following:
-

A value other than 5989 for server.cim.https.port property in the
server.properties file
A value other than 5989 for HTTPSPort property in the
cimxmlcpa.properties file
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If server.cim.support.protocol property is set to 2 (only https is enabled), do not
set the following:
-

A value other than 5988 for server.cim.http.port property in the
server.properties file
A value other than 5988 for HTTPPort property in the
cimxmlcpa.properties file

Health checks in the Analytics tab taking time:
If the number of logical groups that match all of the following conditions is large,
a health check of a storage system in the [Analytics] tab might take some time.
Conditions of the logical group:
-

The logical group is a logical group of volumes.
When the logical group is created, [By Search Criteria] is selected as the
method for specifying volumes and [Host name] or [Operating System] is
set in the search conditions.

Creating an equivalent logical group can reduce the time required for a health
check.
To create an equivalent logical group, remove the logical groups that satisfy the
conditions described above, and select one of the following methods to re-create
the logical group. Do this as necessary.
Method 1: Create a logical group of hosts, rather than a logical group of volumes.
Method 2: Create a logical group of volumes by selecting [Manually], rather than
by selecting [By Search Criteria].

Launching Storage Navigator Modular 2 using Firefox for Linux
When launching Storage Navigator Modular 2 from Device Manager using Firefox
for Linux, a part of GUI will be corrupted. If you want to launch Storage
Navigator Modular 2 for operation, use Internet Explorer for Windows. However,
there will be no problem operating GUI if using Device Manager or Storage
Navigator Modular 2 independently.

Installation of HCS product fails due to the Common Component error (For
Windows)
If the following message is recorded in the Common Component installation log
file, the installation file is registered to be updated as a pending file for next start
up. Restart the server machine, then start the installer again.
Log file location: <system drive>
File name: hcmdsist.log
---------------------------------------------------[hh:mm:ss] Installation result:
[hh:mm:ss] 02
----------------------------------------------------
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Installation of Hitachi File Service Manager (HFSM) and Storage Navigator
Modular 2 (SNM2) on a machine to link with Device Manager server that
already has been installed
When installing HFSM and SNM2 in the environment where Device Manager
server is already installed and to link with Device Manager server, the following
procedure must be performed after the installation.
1. Configure the management server in the user account for HFSM and SNM2
as shown below.


In Windows:
<HFSM/SNM2-installation-path>\Base\bin\hcmdsprmset /host <IPaddress> /port <Non-SSL-port-number> [/sslport <SSL-port-number>]



In Linux:
<HFSM/SNM2-installation-path>/Base/bin/hcmdsprmset -host <IPaddress> -port <Non-SSL-port-number> [-sslport <SSL-port-number>]

Note: Specify the IP address or host name of the machine that has been installed
to <IP-address>. However, do not specify 127.0.0.1. As for the environment
where Non-SSL, or both Non-SSL and SSL are configured, specify the hostname
by which an address resolution carries out with 127.0.0.1 in hosts file to <IP
address> in order not to make an interprocess communication via network. When
you close the loopback connected Non-SSL port to build an environment with SSL
only, specify the hostname that is specified as ServerName in user-httpsd.conf to
<IP address> so that it can carry out an address resolution by the hosts file.
For example)
127.0.0.1 localhost <the host name specified as hcmdsprmset>
Note: Specify the port number that is connected to HBase 64 Storage Mgmt Web
Service to <port number>. The default value for Non-SSL port is 22015, and for
SSL port is 22016.
2. To configure the linkage, execute the following commands.
 In Windows:
(1) <Installation-path-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite>\Base64\bin\hcmds64srv
/stop
(2) <Installation-path-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite>\Base64\bin\hcmds64srv
/start
 In Linux:
(1) <Installation-path-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite>/Base64/bin/hcmds64srv stop
(2) <Installation-path-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite>/Base64/bin/hcmds64srv start
3. To enable the user account management server, execute the following
commands.
 In Windows:
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(1) <Installation-path-for-HFSM-and-SNM2>\Base\bin\hcmdssrv /stop
(2) <Installation-path-for-HFSM-and-SNM2>\Base\bin\hcmdssrv /start
 In Linux:
(1) <Installation-path-for-HFSM-and-SNM2>/Base/bin/hcmdssrv -stop
(2) <Installation-path-for-HFSM-and-SNM2>/Base/bin/hcmdssrv -start

Creating virtual storage machines:
If you create a virtual storage machine, when specifying the virtual model and
virtual serial number, specify the model and serial number of a storage system
that actually exists.

Specifying an unassigned LDEV ID that does not have any volumes
An attempt to create a new volume for an unassigned LDEV ID that does not
have any volumes by performing one of following operations (a-c) might result in
one of the following errors (A-C):
a. Creating a new volume
b. Adding an LDEV ID to a resource group
c. Adding an LDEV ID to a virtual storage machine
A. KAIC5027-E
B. KAIC5721-E
C. KAIC6400-E
If this problem persists, the LDEV ID that was used might not be a number
supported by the storage system. Make sure that the LDEV ID is a supported
number, and then try again.

Uninstalling Storage Navigator Modular 2 (SNM2) from a machine with
Device Manager is installed
When uninstalling SNM2 from a machine with Device Manager, follow the
procedure below.
1. Execute hcmds64srv command.


In Windows:
<Installation-path-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite>\Base64\bin\hcmds64srv
/stop



In Linux:
<Installation-path-for-Hitachi-Command-Suite>/Base64/bin/hcmds64srv stop

2. Configure the user account management server as shown below.


In Windows:
<Installation-path-for-SNM2>\Base\bin\hcmdsprmset /host 127.0.0.1
/port <Non-SSL port number> [/sslport <SSL port number>]



In Linux:
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<Installation-path-for-SNM2>/Base/bin/hcmdsprmset -host 127.0.0.1 port <Non-SSL port number> [-sslport <SSL port number>]
Note: Specify the port number that is connected to HBase Storage Mgmt
Web Service to <port number>. The default value for non-SSL port is
23015, and for SSL port is 23016.
3.

Uninstall SNM2.
Note: If you wish to use HFSM continually after uninstalling SNM2, refer to
the "Notes on installation of Hitachi File Service Manager (HFSM) and
Storage Navigator Modular 2 (SNM2) on a machine to link with Device
Manager server that already has been installed." and perform the
procedure.

The end of support for the Tiered Storage Manager GUI in Legacy mode
To execute or confirm a task registered from the Tiered Storage Manager GUI in
Legacy mode, use the Tiered Storage Manager CLI.

Resource group names in environments where Device Manager and
Storage Navigator linked
The following two notes apply to the settings for resource group names for
Storage Navigator in environments where Device Manager and Storage Navigator
are linked:
(1) Do not use resource group names that are set in Hitachi Command Suite
for resource groups in Storage Navigator for the same storage system.
(2) Do not use the following names for resource groups in Storage Navigator.
<displayed-storage-name>_<serial-number>
<displayed-storage-name>_<serial-number>_SA
<displayed-storage-name>_<serial-number>_RSG0
<any-string>-Pool
If the names above are used for resource groups in Storage Navigator, the Add
Storage System command and the Refresh Storage System command fail with an
error (KAIC69110-E).

Using Internet Explorer 11.0
When you click a button or anchor on the screen to open a new tab or new
window, an extra blank window or transitional window might be displayed at the
same time. In such a case, please close the unnecessary window.
If such problems occur repeatedly, create a new Windows user account, and then
use the new user account to operate the browser.

The Device Manager GUI
It takes at least five minutes to shred each volume.

The Virtualize Volumes window
If there are many external volumes that are candidates for virtualization, volume
discovery might take a long time.
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The following formula is a rough approximation of the required time needed for
volume discovery.
Required time (sec.) = (number of external volumes) x (number of selected
external paths) x 0.02 + 10

Registering Solaris hosts in Device Manager agent:
If the OS of a host managed by the Device Manager agent is Solaris, make sure
that the number of LUs that the host recognizes does not exceed 256 per port.
Also, make sure that the LUNs are in the range from 0 to 255.

Failure of the operation of copy pair by using CLI with the error code
"7783" or "7756 (Timeout waiting for specified status)"
If a copy pair operation is performed from the CLI, the operation might time out
and the following error codes might be displayed:
-

KAIC90083-E (error code: 7783)
KAIC90083-E (error code: 7756) An error occurred during the
processing of the service by the host agent. The host agent error
message is "Processing will now stop because the status of the Thin
Image pair was changed and is now invalid. (". The command error
message is "raidcom: [EX_EWSTOT] Timeout waiting for specified
status".

The copy pair operation will continue to run in the storage system even if the
operation ends in an error. To check the status of the copy pair operation, refresh
the storage system, and then execute one of the following commands to check
the pair status:
-

GetStorageArray (subtarget=ReplicationInfo)
GetStorageArray (subtarget=SnapshotGroup
snapshotgrpsubinfo=ReplicationInfo) (#)

#: This command can only be used for Thin Image pairs.
If you execute the ModifyReplication command, you can check the status and the
splitTime of the pair by executing one of the following commands:
1. ModifyReplication (operation=split) or (operation=resync)
If the pair status is not Split, the pair operation is being performed. Wait a while,
refresh the storage system, and then verify the following:
-

The pair status is Split.
The value of splitTime is later than the time when the operation was
executed.

2. ModifyReplication (operation=restore)
If the pair status is Reverse-Copying, the pair is being restored. Wait a while,
refresh the storage system, and then check that the pair status is Split.
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If you execute the ModifyReplication command, you can check the status and the
splitTime of the pair by executing one of the following commands:
1. ModifyReplication (operation=split) or (operation=resync)
If the pair status is not Split, the pair operation is being performed. Wait a while,
refresh the storage system, and then verify the following:
-

The pair status is Split.
The value of splitTime is later than the time when the operation was
executed.

2. ModifyReplication (operation=restore)
If the pair status is Reverse-Copying, the pair is being restored. Wait a while,
refresh the storage system, and then check that the pair status is Split.

Display of [Associated Internal Parity Group] in the External Volumes tab.
If volumes on an external storage system are mapped to the internal storage
system, [Associated Internal Parity Group] of the volumes displayed in the
External Volumes tab may be displayed with "-".
If this problem occurs, refresh the external storage system.

The Plan Confirmation window for unvirtualized volumes
When you transition from the Unvirtualize Volumes dialog box to the Plan
Confirmation window, if there are already volumes that were unvirtualized, the
target parity group might not be displayed.
This problem does not occur if the storage system was refreshed to display the
latest updated information.

The case when the copy pair operation is performed from the CLI and fails
with the error code "7757"
If a copy pair operation is performed from the CLI, the operation might fail and
the following error codes might be displayed:
-

KAIC90083-E (error code: 7757) An error was detected in the host agent.
Details: "An attempt to start an instance temporarily used by Device
Manager agent has failed."

This problem might be caused by either of the following:
(1) The instance number or the service number that the Device Manager
agent will temporarily use is already being used.
(2) The command device recognized by the pair management server is
unavailable.
Take the following actions to correct the problem:
In the case of (1):
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Check the instance number and service number that are being used for the CCI
or for the P9000 CCI. For a host that is run by the Device Manager agent, use a
number in the range specified in the following properties of the server.properties
file(#):
-

Instance number: server.agent.rm.temporaryInstance
Service number: server.agent.rm.temporaryPort

#: The property file of the Device Manager agent
If the OS that runs the Device Manager agent is Windows Server 2008 or a later
version, the OS might be using the service number. If so, change the service
number.
In the case of (2):
Check that the command device recognized by the pair management server is
available.

ImportHosts command of the Device Manager CLI
If the total number of volumes visible from the WWN/iSCSI names of all hosts is
large, and the ImportHosts command is executed by specifying WWN/iSCSI
names from the Device Manager CLI, the Device Manager server might run out of
memory (java.lang.OutOfMemoryError: Java heap space appears in the
error.log file). In this case, one of the following symptoms occurs:



The Device Manager server stops.
Volumes of hosts that are added by executing ImportHosts do not appear
in the volume list of the GUI.

Note: The total is considered to be large when the summation of all volumes
visible from the WWN/iSCSI names specified by the ImportHosts command
exceeds 128,000.
The error log is in one of the following locations, depending on the operating
system on which Device Manager is running:
In Windows:
Device-Manager-server-installationfolder\HiCommandServer\logs\error.log
In Linux:
Device-Manager-server-installationdirectory/HiCommandServer/logs/error.log
Restart all Hitachi Command Suite products that are running. After that, execute
the ImportHosts command multiple times, specifying only some of the
WWN/iSCSI names each time you execute the command.

Adding storage systems or launching Element Manager using a host name
(FQDN)
When FQDN is used for adding storage systems or launching Element Manager,
the maximum length of the FQDN depends on the following:


When adding a storage system: The OS of the server machine which the
Device Manager is installed.
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When launching Element Manager: The OS and the browser of the client
machine.

The Administrator needs to confirm the maximum length of FQDN in the
environment, and then decide which to use.

About Remove Hosts tasks registered in Device Manager in v7.5.0 or
earlier
In Device Manager v7.6.0 or later, Remove Hosts tasks are managed in the
Tasks & Alerts tab. If Device Manager is upgraded to v7.6.0 or later, Remove
Hosts tasks that were registered in v7.5.0 or earlier are also managed in the
Tasks & Alerts tab. Remove Hosts tasks registered in v7.5.0 or earlier are
displayed as follows:
Remove Hosts date-of-registration-of-Remove-Hosts-task

Downgraded versions of Hitachi NAS Platform
Device Manager does not support any Hitachi NAS Platform that meets all of the
following conditions:
(1) Hitachi NAS Platform was linked with Device Manager, the version of
Hitachi NAS Platform was 10.2.3072 or later
(2) The Hitachi NAS Platform in (1) was downgraded to a version earlier than
10.2.3072.
To manage a downgraded version of Hitachi NAS Platform with Device Manager,
use the Remove File Servers button in the Administration tab to remove the
file server, and then use the file server management software to register the file
server again.

Renaming copy groups for which a memo was made in a graph in Analyze
Performance (Advanced Mode) in the Replication tab
After a memo is made for a graph in the Analyze Performance (Advanced Mode)
in the Replication tab, if multiple copy-groups are renamed and all the following
conditions are met, another copy group inherits the memo:
(1) One of the following operations is carried out:
 A copy group is renamed.
 A copy group is deleted.
(2) After an operation in (1) is carried out, one of the following operations is
carried out in the copy-pair definitions that define the copy group in (1):
 A copy group with the same name as the copy group in (1) is created.
 A copy group is renamed to have the same name as the copy group in
(1).
If the conditions above are met, delete the memo that was inherited by the
wrong copy group as necessary.

Adding a memo at the right or bottom edge of the graph in the Analyze
Performance (Advanced Mode) window of the Replication tab
When you add a memo on the right or bottom edge of the graph when using the
Analyze Performance (Advanced Mode) window in the Replication tab, the
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memo you created might not be displayed on the graph if all of the following
conditions are met:
(1) You create a memo on the right or bottom edge of the graph.
(2) You make the graph area smaller than it was when the memo was created
by performing any of the following operations:
(a) You make the Analyze Performance (Advanced Mode) window smaller.
(b) You make the time the graph is displayed longer than it was when the
memo was created (only if the memo was created at the right edge of
the graph).
(c) You specify new network bandwidth settings in the Configure
Bandwidth for Analysis window in the Network window (only if the
memo was created at the right edge of the graph).
(d) You reduce the screen resolution.
(e) You clear the network bandwidth settings in the Configure Bandwidth
for Analysis window in the Network window, and a KAIC71009-W
message is displayed (only if the memo was created at the bottom
edge of the graph).
If any of the above operations cause a memo to no longer be displayed, redisplay
the memo by performing the steps for the appropriate scenario below, and then
move the memo to an area where it can be displayed.
Scenario 1
If the Analyze Performance (Advanced Mode) window was made smaller:
1. Display the graph that created the memo, and maximize the browser size
and the Analyze Performance (Advanced Mode) window.
2. Set the time the graph will be displayed to one month.
3. With the right edge of the graph set to the most recent time, shorten the
time the graph will be displayed.
4. If the memo is not displayed when you set the time settings to the
shortest value, set the time the graph is displayed to 1 day and perform
Step 3.
Scenario 2
If the time the graph is displayed is longer than it was when the memo was
created, restore the time period that the graph displays to what it was when the
memo was created. If you cannot restore the time period, perform the steps
detailed in Scenario 1.
Scenario 3
If you specify new network bandwidth settings in the Configure Bandwidth for
Analysis window in the Network window, clear the network bandwidth settings.
Scenario 4
If you reduced the screen resolution, set the resolution to the resolution it was
when you added the memo, and then display the graph window again.
Scenario 5
If you cleared the network bandwidth settings in the Configure Bandwidth for
Analysis window in the Network window, restore the network bandwidth settings.
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Creating or extending a storage pool in Hitachi NAS Platform
(1) If the version of SMU linked with Device Manager is 10.1.3070 or later
If you open the Storage Pool Wizard in Device Manager GUI, the displayed
window might be the wizard window that appears after a storage pool
type has been selected.
In this case, click the [Back] button and choose the storage pool type.
(2) If the version of SMU linked with Device Manager is earlier than 11.2
Before creating a storage pool, you must first create a system drive group
in SMU.
(3) If the firmware version of Hitachi NAS Platform linked with Device
Manager is 11.3 or later.
After you choose parity groups in the Create Storage Pool dialog box or the
Expand Storage Pool dialog box, it might take 10 seconds or longer until the
[Show Plan] button is enabled. Do not perform any other operations until the
[Show Plan] button is enabled. If you are using more than one browser, reducing
the number of browsers that you are using to one may improve this problem.

Installing Device Manager and Compute Systems Manager on a same
machine
When installing Device Manager and Compute Systems Manager on a same
machine, install Compute Systems Manager 7.5.1-00 or later.

KAIC17023-E error message
If the GUI displays the error message KAIC17023-E, the storage system
information might not have been refreshed, or the resource previously used for
migration might not have been released.
Because the following are possible causes, confirm in Element Manager:



The storage system is locked.
The storage system has pairs which are under migration.

If the above does not solve the problem, detailed investigation is required.
Contact the Support Center, who may ask you to collect troubleshooting
information.

Upgrading Hitachi Command Suite from 7.4.1 or earlier (Windows)
In an environment where Host Data Collector (for Windows) v7.4.1 or earlier is
installed, the Fatal Application Error dialog box might appear during an upgrade
installation of Hitachi Command Suite. If this dialog box appears, click OK to
ignore it and to continue the upgrade installation.

Upgrading the OS of a virtualization server
After the OS of a virtualization server registered with Device Manager is upgraded
to a following versions, an attempt to add, refresh, or edit a target host fails to
refresh information of the virtualization server with the symptoms described in
this topic:
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ESXi 5.0 build 914586 or later
ESXi 5.1 build 799733 or later

Device Manager GUI
Symptom 1:
An attempt to add a host from the Device Manager GUI fails with the error
message KAIC07122-E or KAIC08244-E.
Symptom 2:
An attempt to refresh or edit a host from the Device Manager GUI fails with the
error message KAIC07667-E.
Device Manager CLI
Symptom 3:
The AddVirtualizationServer command fails to add a host with the error
message KAIC07122-E or KAIC08244-E.
Symptom 4:
The RefreshVirtualizationServer command or ModifyVirtualizationServer
command fails to refresh or edit a host and the error message KAIC07667-E is
output.
Tuning Manager GUI
Symptom 5:
Even if the polling is performed to a Device Manager that has any of the
symptoms described in Symptoms 1 through 4, the Tuning Manager GUI does not
show the changes to the information of the virtualization server or the
configuration information.
Note: If multiple virtualization servers are managed by VMware vCenter server
in bulk, that VMware vCenter server is corresponded.
If this problem occurs, perform the following recovery measures:
(1) If Tuning Manager is monitoring the virtualization server, set up Tuning
Manager so that polling does not operate automatically. Do not perform
polling manually until all recovery measures are complete (see Note 1).
(2) Delete, from Device Manager all of the virtualization servers that meet
the occurrence conditions (see Note 2).
(3) Add the deleted virtualization server to Device Manager again.
(4) If Tuning Manager is monitoring the virtualization server, return the
settings that were changed in (1) to the previous settings.
Note 1: If Tuning Manager polling is performed before application of the
recovery measures is complete, the following symptoms (which are different from
the symptoms described in above) occur in Tuning Manager:
(a) The chart continuity of the data store volume information on the Main
Console is lost. Therefore, even if you specify a range in the Report
window, only the data that was corrected after the recovery measure is
complete appears.
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After this symptom occurs, if you attempt to display a chart from before
the recovery measures were applied, you can display such information
only if you set a period from before the recovery measures in the Report
window.
(b) A defined custom chart of the data store disappears. In this case, redefine
the custom chart.
If this symptom occurs and you want to check a chart from before the
symptom, in the Report window set a time period from before the
recovery measures.
Note 2: If the virtualization server is being managed by specifying the IP
address of the VMware vCenter server in Device Manager, this symptom occurs if
there is at least one virtualization server that meets the occurrence conditions.
If you cannot identify the virtualization server that meets the occurrence
conditions, execute Host Refresh for the virtualization server managed by the
VMWare vCenter server using the GUI or CLI. The virtualization server that meets
the occurrence conditions is the virtualization server that has the error code
KAIC07667-E.
This problem is due to the change described in the following entry in the VMWare
knowledgebase:
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=
displayKC&externalId=2033753
PR 849959: If the SMBIOS version of the ESXi 5.0 system is of version 2.6 or later, the SMBIOS UUID
reported by the ESXi 5.0 host might be different from the actual SMBIOS UUID. The byte order of the
first 3 fields of the UUID is not correct.

Host connection mode 2 of the HUS100 series
In addition to the information in "Table 4-6 Values that can be specified in the
hostmode2 parameter" in the Hitachi Command Suite CLI Reference Guide, when
the firmware version is x945/D or later, you can specify the following value:


UNMAP Short Length Mode

Browser memory limitations and Tuning Manager historical reports
Because of possible memory limitations in a client using a browser, do not
simultaneously display more than four Tuning Manager historical reports by
clicking View Performance Reports in the Analytics tab.
Increasing the number of Tuning Manager historical reports displayed in a
browser increases the memory usage, which can adversely affect the
performance of the client or cause Adobe Flash Player to crash.
If such a problem occurs, close the browser, and then log in to Device Manager
again.

Preserving performance data collected prior to server computer
replacement
The Replication tab collects information from Replication Manager and Tuning
Manager, for Universal Replicator performance analysis.
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When you replace server computers in an environment that uses Universal
Replicator, data collected before the server replacement is deleted.
If you want to use performance data collected prior to server replacement,
perform the actions below.
Patterns of server machine replacement
Product running the server to be
migrated

Corresponding point on the figure

Device Manager added as an
information source by Replication
Manager on the management server
that is running the Replication tab

Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide

Tuning Manager communicating with
the Replication tab

Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide

Figure 5-1: Management server on the
secondary site

Figure 5-1: Tuning Manager that is on
the management server on the
primary site
Device Manager that is running the
Replication tab

Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide
Figure 5-1: Management server on the
primary site

Cases of replacing a server computer and the corresponding procedures are
explained below.
When replacing multiple computers at once, take action for each computer in the
order shown in the table below. (For cases on the same line, no particular order
applies.)
Order of
execution

Task to be executed

1

Case 1, Scenario2

2

Case 3

We also recommend that you first back up all databases of Hitachi Command
Suite products.
Case 1: Management server on the secondary site
When replacing a management server on the secondary site, perform the
following procedure.
1. Stop periodic refreshing of the Replication Tab.
Change the following parameter in replication.properties to stop
periodic refreshing:
server.dispatcher.daemon.replication.config.doUpdate=false
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After setting the above parameter, restart the Hitachi Command Suite
service to enable the setting.
For details about the parameters of replication.properties, see the
Hitachi Command Suite Configuration Reference Guide.
2. Export the Device Manager databases of Hitachi Command Suite from the
original computer. For details on this operation, see the Hitachi Command
Suite Configuration Reference Guide.
3. Install Hitachi Command Suite on the new computer. For details about
installation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Installation and Configuration
Guide.
4. Change the settings of the Device Manager agent on the pair management
server on the remote site, and re-specify the new computer as the
management server that you set up in step 3.
For details about changing the settings, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Configuration Reference Guide.
5. Import the Hitachi Command Suite databases that you exported in step 2
to the new computer set up in step 3. For details on this operation, see
the Hitachi Command Suite Configuration Reference Guide.
6. Change the settings of Replication Manager.
From Replication Manager on the computer that is running the
Replication tab, remove the original computer from the information
source,
After removing the information source, add the Device Manager installed
on the new computer as a new information source.
For details on this operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Replication
Manager User Guide.
7. Refresh the configuration from the Replication tab.
Change the following parameter in replication.properties to restart
periodic refreshing:
server.dispatcher.daemon.replication.config.doUpdate=true
After setting the above parameter, restart the Hitachi Command Suite
service to enable the setting.
Run the Replication tab, make sure Also refresh copy group
configuration is selected, and execute Refresh Performance Data.
This will set performance data collected before computer replacement to
be retained, and allow the performance data to be analyzed in the
Replication tab by using the new server.
Case 2: Tuning Manager that is on the management server on the
primary site
When replacing a Tuning Manager that is on the management server on the
primary site, take action as described in this topic.
Note: This procedure is for cases when Tuning Manager is located on a separate
computer from the management server on the primary site. If Tuning Manager is
located on the same computer as the management server on the primary site,
take action according to Case 3 : Management server on the primary site.
1. Install Tuning Manager on the new computer. When the installation is
complete, export the Tuning Manager database from the original computer,
and then import the database to the new computer.
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For details on this operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager Server Administration Guide.
At this time, do not remove Tuning Manager from the original computer.
If Tuning Manager will not be used, you do not have to export or import
the database. You only have to install Tuning Manager on the new
computer in this step.
2. Stop the Tuning Manager service on the original computer. For details on
this operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning Manager Server
Administration Guide.
3. Change the communication target setting of the Tuning Manager – Agent
for RAID that is connected to the Tuning Manager server on the original
computer. Change the target from the Tuning Manager on the original
computer to the Tuning Manager on the new computer configured in step
1.
For details on this operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager Installation Guide.
4. Configure linkage with the Tuning Manager server.
Remove the setting for linkage between the Hitachi Command Suite that
runs the Replication tab and Tuning Manager on the original computer.
After removing the setting, reset linkage between the Hitachi Command
Suite on which Replication tab is active and Tuning Manager on the new
computer.
This setting can be made by editing tuningmanager.properties.
For details on this setting, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager Installation Guide, and Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide.
Case 3: Management server on the primary site
When replacing a management server on the primary site with a new computer,
follow this procedure:
1. Export databases of Hitachi Command Suite from the original computer.
The products whose database must be exported are as follows:




Device Manager
Replication Manager
Tuning Manager (if Tuning Manager runs on the same server as
the Device Manger that runs the Replication tab)

For details on this operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite
Configuration Reference Guide.
2. Install Hitachi Command Suite on the new computer. For details on
installation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Installation and Configuration
Guide.
3. Change the setting of the Device Manager agent on the pair management
server on the local site, and re-specify the new computer as the
management server that you set up in step 2.
For details on the setting, see the Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide.
4. Set linkage with Tuning Manager.
Ensure the following before setting linkage with Tuning Manager:
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a) All storage systems used by copy groups managed by the
Replication tab are monitored by Tuning Manager - Agent for
RAID.
b) The instance of Tuning Manager – Agent for RAID from (a) is
registered on the Tuning Manager to be linked with Hitachi
Command Suite on the new computer.
After confirming the above, set linkage with Tuning Manager.
For details on this operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Tuning
Manager Installation Guide and Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide.
5. Import the Hitachi Command Suite databases that you exported in step 1
to the new computer you configured in step 2. For details on this
operation, see the Hitachi Command Suite Configuration Reference Guide.
6. Open the Replication tab, make sure Also refresh copy group
configuration is selected, and execute Refresh Performance Data.
This will specify that the performance data is to be retained, and allow the
data to be analyzed in the Replication tab when using the new server.

Settings for Host Data Collector
If Host Data Collector is installed on a host other than the host on which the
Device Manager server is installed, and multiple IP addresses have been set for
the host on which Host Data Collector is installed, specify the settings described
below.
If you do not specify these settings, an error (KAIC05535-E) might occur when
attempting to register a virtual server or a normal host that uses that Host Data
Collector, and data communication between the Device Manager server and Host
Data Collector might fail.
(1) On the host where Host Data Collector is installed, specify the following
settings:
In Windows:
In the hosts file, specify the IP address and host name of the host on
which Host Data Collector is installed. Host Data Collector must be able to
use this IP address to communicate with Device Manager server. Do not
specify another IP address of that host.
In UNIX:
In the hosts file, specify the IP address and host name of the host on
which Host Data Collector is installed. Host Data Collector must be able to
use this IP address to communicate with Device Manager server. Do not
specify another IP address of that host.
If a DNS server is used for name resolution, the host name must be
resolvable to an IP address that Host Data Collector can use to
communicate with Device Manager server.
(2) Restart the “Host Data Collector Base Service.”

Using Device Manager to update storage system information
Do not delete a host while the information about a storage system is being
updated. If you do delete a host during such an update, the update might fail. If
the update fails, update the information again.
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Device Manager server cannot start (KAIC00114-E error message)
If the Device Manager server cannot start and the KAIC00114-E error message is
output even though another product installed in the same machine is not using a
port used by the Device Manager server, restart the Hitachi Command Suite
product services.
If this problem occurred during installation, the installation is interrupted even
though the installation itself was successful. In such a case, restart the Hitachi
Command Suite product services.

Quotation marks in user IDs
Do not use a user account whose user ID contains one or more single quotation
marks.

Upgrading Device Manager from a version earlier than V7.5.0-00
When upgrading Device Manager from a version earlier than V7.5.0-00, refresh
all hosts and all file servers except for virtualization servers.

Host names registered with Device Manager
Host names registered with Device Manager are not case sensitive. As a result,
names that differ only in case are recognized as the same host name.

Upgrade installations of Host Data Collector from 7.4.1 or earlier to 7.5.0
or later
The differences between Host Data Collector version 7.4.1 or earlier and 7.5.0 or
later are as follows:
(1) Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later does not use the following ports:
5001/tcp, 23050/tcp, 23051/tcp, and 23052/tcp
Instead Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later uses the following ports by
default:
 For non-SSL communication between the Device Manager server and
the Host Data Collector:
22098/tcp, 22099/tcp, and 22100/tcp
 For SSL communication between the Device Manager server and the
Host Data Collector:
22104/tcp, 22105/tcp, and 22106/tcp
 For communication between the Service process and the Adapter
process:
22110/tcp and 22111/tcp through 22120/tcp
Note: Host Data Collector for Windows 7.3.1 or later already uses these ports.
(2) In Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later, the following property files were
abolished:




alps.properties file
about.properties file
log4jconfig.properties file

(3) In Host Data Collector (for Windows) 7.5.0 or later, the service name was
changed from "Host Data Collector" to "Host Data Collector Base Service."
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(4) In Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later, the WMI protocol specified to
register a host is no longer supported.
If Host Data Collector is the only program needing the corresponding
exception registration in the Windows Firewall, manually delete the
registered exception.
(5) In Host Data Collector 7.5.0 or later, the log collection tools were changed
from the SLC and TLC commands to the hdc_getras and
hdc_target_getras commands.

Operation of DP pool and DP volume for HUS100 series
When arbitrary process is executed for DP pool on storage system, operation of
DP pool and DP volume for HUS100 series might fail.
In this case, validate the status of the storage system with Element Manager.

Hitachi NAS Platform 11.1
Hitachi Device Manager 7.4.1 or later is required to link to Hitachi NAS Platform
11.1. If you are using Hitachi Device Manager 7.3.1 or 7.4.0, upgrade to Hitachi
Device Manager 7.4.1 or later. This note does not apply if you are using Hitachi
Device Manager 7.3.0 or earlier.

Changing port numbers in CIM/WBEM function
To change port numbers by using CIM/WBEM function, all of the following
properties must be configured:
For http port number
FILE(1)
Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\wsi\server\jserver\bin\cimxmlcpa.properties

Linux:
installation-directory-for-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/wsi/server/jserver/bin/cimxmlcpa.properties

Property name: HTTPPort
FILE(2)
Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\config\server.properties
Linux:
installation-directory-for-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/config/server.properties
Property name: server.cim.http.port
For https port number
FILE(1)
Windows:
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installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\wsi\server\jserver\bin\cimxmlscpa.properties

Linux:
installation-directory-for-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/wsi/server/jserver/bin/cimxmlscpa.properties

Property name: HTTPSPort and Ciphers
FILE(2)
Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\config\server.properties
Linux:
installation-directory-for-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/config/server.properties
Property name: server.cim.https.port

KAIC16313-W message and Identify Performance Problems wizard
If you execute the Identify Performance Problems wizard from the Analytics Tab,
while any of the following conditions are met, the KAIC16313-W message may
continually appear for Parity Group analysis results because Tuning Manager Agent for RAID is not able to collect some information
Conditions
(1) Mainframe Volume Monitoring setting is N or in the instance
settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(2) Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring setting is N or in the
instance settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID
(3) The Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID does not support the Identify
Performance Problems. (For detail, refer to the Identify
Performance Problems support version of Tuning Manager – Agent for
RAID below.)
To avoid this case, perform the following solution corresponding to the
condition of the above.
Solution
(1) Confirm the settings of Mainframe Volume Monitoring is Y or y in
the instance settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(2) Confirm the settings of Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring is Y
or y in the instance settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(3) Upgrade the Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID to the version by which
the Identify Performance Problems is supported. (For detail, refer
Identify Performance Problems support version of Tuning Manager Agent for RAID.)
Identify Performance Problems support version of Tuning Manager
– Agent for RAID



VSP G1000 series: 8.0.0-00 or later
VSP series: 7.0.0-00 or later
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USP V/VM series, USP series: 5.9.0-00 or later
HUS VM series: 7.3.1-00 or later
HUS100 series: 7.2.1-00 or later
AMS2000 series(H/W Rev.0100): 6.0.0-00 or later
AMS2000 series(H/W Rev.0200): 6.4.0-00 or later
SMS100: 6.2.0-00 or later
AMS/WMS series: 5.9.0-00 or later

Displaying the volume list and the volume details of file system data
In the volume list and the volume details which show its file system data, the
data is not displayed when the following conditions are met:
(1) The volume is allocated to a Windows Server 2012 host.
(2) The volume described in (1) is a part of the volumes which composes of a
memory area pool.
(3) The volume mounted in the host described in (1) is the virtual disc which
is created from the memory area pool described in (2) (memory area
space).
(4) The host described in (1) is added or updated to Device Manager server
by a Device Manager agent or a Host Data Collector.

Importing storage system labels to Device Manager
When Refresh Labels (the operation to import the storage system labels to
Device Manager) has over 20,000 volumes, do not the Refresh Labels at the
same time as other tasks with considering the following factors:
(1) Confirm that there is no running task in Device Manager with the following
ways:
 Display the Administration tab - the Data Collection Tasks tab.
 Display Task & Alerts tab.
(2) Confirm the settings to automatically refresh storage systems with
referring to the dispatcher.properties file.

When Replication Manager 7.3.1 manages a remote Device Manager as an
information source
When Replication Manager 7.3.1 executes a configuration refresh for a remote
Device Manager which manages a HUS VM storage system, KAVN00506-E
message is displayed and the configuration refresh fails.
To avoid this problem, use the Replication Manager 7.3.1-03 or later.

Hash symbol in pdf health check reports
When exporting a health check report in PDF format from the Analytics tab, if the
report contains a character which is not the following supported languages, a
hash symbol (#) might be displayed instead of the character:







English
French
German
Italian
Spanish
Japanese
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Customizable tiering policy names
The following shows the correspondence between customizable tiering policy
names in the Device Manager GUI and Element Manager:
Device Manager GUI

Element Manager

Custom 1

Level6

Custom 2

Level7

...

...

Custom 25

Level30

Custom 26

Level31

Copy-on-Write Snapshot and Thin Image search conditions or filter
conditions
When searching or filtering with Copy-on-Write Snapshot or Thin Image, a
symptom described in Symptom 1 or 2 below, occurs in one of the following
dialog boxes:




Search dialog box
Create Tier dialog box
Migrate Data dialog box

Symptom 1
If the specified search conditions or filter conditions meet either of the following
conditions, pool volumes of the Copy-on-Write Snapshot pool and Thin Image
pool are mixed in the search results or filter results:
(1) Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition
same as a Copy-on-write Snapshot pool volume.
(2) Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition
same as a Thin Image pool volume.
Symptom 2
If the specified search conditions or filter conditions meet either of the following
conditions, the search results or filter results contain unpaired V-VOLs:
(1) Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition
same as a Copy-on-write Snapshot V-Vol.
(2) Volume search conditions or volume filter conditions include the condition
same as a Thin Image V-VOL.

Launching Element Manager from a 32-bit browser in a 64-bit Windows
environment
To launch Element Manager other than VSP or HUS VM by using a 32-bit browser
in a 64-bit Windows environment, install 32-bit java plug-in, and then set the
value in the storage system manual to 32-bit java plug-in.
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If an error message such as an out-of-memory error is displayed and Element
Manager cannot be launched, check the settings of the 32-bit java plug-in.
This applies to the following storage systems:





USP
AMS 2000
SMS
AMS/WMS

File server cluster management with System Management Unit version
earlier than 10.1.3070 or Hitachi File Services Manager earlier than 3.2
Each node in a cluster is displayed as its own cluster when file servers are
managed by a version of System Management Unit earlier than 10.1.3070 or a
version of Hitachi File Services Manager earlier than 3.2.
To properly allocate or unallocate volumes to file servers in a cluster, from
Allocate Volumes or Unallocate Volumes in the Actions menu, select all of the
nodes associated with a cluster, and then perform the operation.

Displaying file server versions with System Management Unit version
earlier than 10.1.3070 or Hitachi File Services Manager earlier than 3.2
The management software version and the firmware version of a file server are
not displayed when the file server is managed by a version of
System Management Unit earlier than 10.1.3070 or a version of Hitachi File
Services Manager earlier than 3.2.
Use System Management Unit or Hitachi File Services Manager to check the
management software and firmware versions.

server.dispatcher.daemon.autoSynchro.logicalGroup.doRefresh property
Even if true is specified to the
server.dispatcher.daemon.autoSynchro.logicalGroup.doRefresh property in
the dispatcher.properties file, information on logical groups is not updated
automatically when any commands of CLI is executed.

Dynamic Tiering for Mainframe
If Device Manager is managing Virtual Storage Platform, Dynamic Tiering for
Mainframe pools are displayed as Dynamic Provisioning for Mainframe pools.
As a result, all attributes specific to Dynamic Tiering for Mainframe (for example,
tier information) cannot be viewed in Device Manager. Use Element Manager to
view the attributes specific to Dynamic Tiering for Mainframe.

Values displayed in Removable column of pool volume list
Even if "Yes" is displayed in the Removable column of pool volume list, removing
pool volume in shrink pool process may fail under any of the following conditions.
(1) The pool usage rate has exceeded the Depletion Threshold, or the pool
status is blocked.
(2) The pool volume status is blocked.
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(3) If the pool volume is removed, the pool usage rate exceeds Depletion
Threshold, or the pool subscription rate exceeds the Subscription Limit.

Using service discovery function for CIM/WBEM in a server machine with
multiple IP addresses
When a server machine in which Device Manager is installed has multiple IP
addresses, specify one of IP addresses for which CIM client can connect to the
server machine to the following property:
Property name: com.wbemsolutions.jserver.bindto
Properties file name: jserver.properties
Properties file location:
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Manager-server\HiCommandServer\config

In Linux:
installation-directory-for-the-Device-Manager-server/HiCommandServer/config

Creating file systems for Hitachi NAS Platform
Creation of the file system might fail if you attempt to create a file system for
Hitachi NAS Platform, and refresh the file server by using the file server
management software at the same time.
In that case, the task for creating the file system is displayed as failed.
However, the file system, CIFS Share, and NFS Export might be created.
Refresh the file server and, if necessary, create CIFS Share and NFS Export by
using the file server management software.

Error messages in the tier relocation starting operation for a Hitachi
Dynamic Tiering pool by manual mode
If an error occurs in the tier relocation starting operation for a Hitachi Dynamic
Tiering pool by manual mode, inappropriate error messages may be displayed.
In the CLI, if the tier relocation starting operation is executed for a Hitachi
Dynamic Tiering pool which is not multi-tier configuration, the following error
message is output:
Error code 1 = "3005", error code 2 = "78116", error message = "The
processing cannot continue due to an internal logical
contradiction."
In the GUI or CLI, if the tier relocation starting operation is executed for a Hitachi
Dynamic Tiering pool which has no monitoring data, the following error message
is output:
Error code 1 = "3005", error code 2 = "78039", error message = "The
DKC is set to the state of suppression of pool shrinking."
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Communication failure with Admin Services EVS on Hitachi NAS Platform
When a failover occurs or EVS migration is performed on Hitachi NAS Platform,
Device Manager may fail in communicating with Admin Services EVS.
In this case, execute the following command with the root user on the Linux
prompt of Hitachi NAS Platform:
arping -c 4 -i eth0|eht1 -S
<ADMIN_SERVICES_EVS_IPADDRESS>
<ADMIN_SERVICES_EVS_IPADDRESS>

Full Allocation displayed for a file system in the Hitachi NAS Platform
If the difference between the file system capacity and the allocation limit value of
the file system is within approximately 1 chunk size of the
storage pool, the Full Allocation value displayed in Device Manager may differ
from the actual value.
In this case, confirm actual value of the Full Allocation of a file system by using
Server Management Unit.

Position of the Dense tray in CLI for HUS100 series
In HUS100 series, when the Dense DBW tray is extended, in the CLI PDEV
instance, the position of the dense tray is output as densePosition -1.

Communication time out between storage systems and the Device
Manager server
The timeout interval for communication between the following storage systems
and the Device Manager server is applied the shorter time either of OS
communication timeout time or the one specified value as ConnectionTimeout
property in lanconf.inf file:





HUS100
AMS2000 series
SMS
AMS/WMS series

Storage device virtualization tasks
If a storage device virtualization task fails before finishing, volumes of an
external storage system may remain allocated to an internal storage system.
If you execute another storage device virtualization task for the allocated
volumes, the attempt fails with error KAIC15001-E.
In such a case, virtualize the storage devices by using one of the following
methods:
(1) GUI operation (unallocation followed by virtualization)
Perform either of the following operations, and then retry the volume
virtualization task:
(a) Delete the paths that are assigned to the external volumes.
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(b) Create new paths by selecting ports other than ports of either the
internal storage system or the external storage system.
(2) GUI operation (virtualization via volume discovery)
Virtualize the storage devices as follows: in the Virtualize Volumes dialog
box, in [External], select [Search new systems/volumes by port scan].
(3) Non-GUI operation
(a) In the Device Manager CLI, use the AddExternalArrayGroup
command.
(b) Use Element Manager or Storage Navigator.

Capacity view differences between Hitachi NAS Platform and Device
Manager GUI
The value displayed for capacities on Hitachi NAS Platform and the Device
Manager GUI might differ in the second position after the decimal point.
The Device Manager GUI and the SMU Web Manager use the following different
rounding methods:



Device manager truncates the capacity after the second decimal place.
SMU Web Manager rounds the capacity to two decimal places.

Creating a storage pool on a Hitachi NAS Platform file server
When opening a Storage Pool Wizard in Device Manager GUI, the Storage Pool
Wizard step in which any storage pool type has already been chosen may be
displayed.
In this case, click Back on the step and choose one of storage pool types.

Parity group operations for mainframes in the Create Volumes and
Allocate Volumes dialog boxes
The KAIC15023-W message is displayed because Device Manager does not
support operations to parity groups for mainframes when the following functions
to parity groups for mainframes are performed:



Create Volumes
Allocate Volumes

Allocating volumes to many hosts
When Allocate Volumes dialog box is launched, the operation may not be
continued in the dialog box and whole GUI window is grayed out, if all of the
following conditions are met:



Device Manager 7.2.1-00 or the later version is used.
The volumes are allocated to 101 or more hosts by using Allocate Volumes
dialog box

When allocating the volume to 101 or more hosts at one time by using Allocate
Volumes dialog box, allocate the volumes to 100 or less hosts at one time, and
execute it repeatedly.
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Allocating volumes
In the Allocate Volumes or Allocate Like Volumes, if the number of pools
or volumes in a storage system is large and Any is selected from the
storage system combo box, the KAIC15005-E error may occur and the
selection of volumes that meet the conditions may fail.
In this case, allocate volumes after selecting a storage system in the
Resources tab.

Allocating volumes via iSCSI port
When the volume allocation or unallocation operation via an iSCSI port is
performed by using GUI, the LUN security must be enabled in the target
iSCSI port.

Volumes allocated to ports with LUN security disabled
The following notes apply to volumes allocated to ports with LUN security
disabled:


In the Hosts view, volumes allocated to a host are not displayed.
Confirm the volume information in the Open-Allocated view.



Volumes allocated to multiple ports with LUN security disabled cannot
be unallocated from specific ports.

Use one of the following tools to unallocate only the volumes that are
allocated to specific ports:




Storage Navigator
Storage Navigator Modular 2
Device Manager CLI

Allocating HDT volumes
To allocate HDT volumes that have been allocated to hosts, perform either
of the following operations:


allocate volumes from the Search Result window



allocate volumes from the Logical Group window

Unallocate Volumes dialog box
If the target volume is deleted during the unallocate volume operation,
the KAIC43001-E message may appear.
If this occurs, open the unallocate volumes dialog and retry deleting the
target volume.

KAIC15754-E displayed for Add or Refresh Storage System task
If Device Manager failed to collect the storage system information from
Tuning Manager for the Analytics tab, the KAIC15754-E message is
displayed in the Task Details window, even though the task status is
"Completed."
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Note: The collection is performed even if "Refresh Performance data"
check box is not checked.
When the settings for linking with Tuning Manager is enabled and the
Analytics tab will not be used, or when it cannot be used (for example, the
Tuning Manager version does not satisfy the requirements for the
Analytics tab), set the property hdvm.analytics.disabled=true in the
following location:
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\config\tuningmanager.properties
In Linux:
installation-directory-for-the-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/config/tuningmanager.properties
If the settings for linking with Tuning Manager are automatically enabled
(the condition above is met), verify the settings listed in the topic “Linking
with Tuning Manager” in Chapter 5 “Configuring Device Manager for use
with related products” of the Hitachi Command Suite Configuration
Reference Guide.

Method for detecting variation in configuration of VSP G1000, VSP or HUS
VM
If server.dispatcher.daemon.configUpdate.detection.variable.enabled
property in dispatcher.properties file is set false (default value at 7.3.0 or
later), the following variation in configuration of VSP G1000, VSP or HUS
VM is not detected:







Usage rate of DP volumes
Usage rate of HDP pools, HDT pools, Copy-on-Write Snapshot pools
or Thin Image pools
Threshold value for the usage rate of HDP pools, HDT pools, Copyon-Write Snapshot pools or Thin Image pools
Subscription limit capacity of HDP pools, HDT pools, Copy-on-Write
Snapshot pools or Thin Image pools
Monitoring mode of HDT pools
Setting for performance monitoring or relocation of HDT pools

To enable the detection, change the property value to true.
Note: If the property is changed, restart services or daemons of Hitachi
Command Suite products.

Large-scale storage system operations
When GUI or CLI is used to add, refresh, edit or remove storage systems,
consider the following conditions:


Make sure that the total number of LDEVs of the storage systems
where the operations are in progress at the same time does not
exceed 128,000.
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If operations are consecutively executed, wait for one or more minutes
after the execution of the previous operation has been finished, and
then execute the next operation.

KAIC05607-E or KAIC06400-E error occurs when changing a storage
system configuration
If the KAIC05607-E or KAIC06400-E error occurs during a Device Manager
GUI or CLI operation to change a storage system configuration, some of
the configuration changes may have been applied to the storage system.
Refresh the storage system information and check the current storage
system configuration. After that, continue the configuration change
operation by using the Device Manager GUI, CLI, or Element Manager.

Allocating volumes in HUS100 series, AMS2000 series or AMS/WMS/SMS
series
When allocating volumes with the following operation, it may fail with
KAIC07133-E or KAIC07557-E:
Device Manager GUI:




Allocate Volumes
Allocate Like Volumes
LUN Path Edit

Device Manager CLI:



AddWWNForHostStorageDomain command
AddISCSINameForHostStorageDomain command

In this case, solve it by the following procedures:
For KAIC07133-E
Check the number of WWNs associated with target port, and delete
unnecessary WWNs by the following procedures:
(1) Count the number of WWN instances by using the CLI:
GetStorageArray(subtarget=Port portsubinfo=WWN)
(2) Delete unnecessary WWNs by using the CLI DeleteWWN command,
Storage Navigator Modular or Storage Navigator Modular 2.
For KAIC07557-E
Check the number of iSCSI names associated with target port, and delete
unnecessary iSCSI names by the following procedures:
(1) Count the number of ISCSIName instances by using the CLI:
GetStorageArray(subtarget=Port portsubinfo=ISCSIName)
Note: Do not count duplicate ISCSIName instances.
(2) Delete unnecessary iSCSI names by Storage Navigator Modular or
Storage Navigator Modular 2.
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Displaying DP pool names and pool identifiers
A DP pool name is managed in Device Manager and Storage Navigator
independently. As a result, naming or changing pool name in Storage
Navigator is not reflected to Device Manager. In addition, a DP pool
identifier is "DP" (prefix) and the DP pool identifier number in Device
Manager. Meanwhile, it is the DP pool name (arbitrary) and the DP pool
identifier number in Storage Navigator.
Therefore, verify the numbers included in each of the DP pool identifiers to
associate the DP pool on Device Manager with the one on Storage
Navigator.

KAIC06400-E message is displayed in the Task Details dialog box
The invalid message (KAIC06400-E) of a storage system may be displayed
in the message column of the pool selected in the task details dialog box.
Check the monitoring status or relocation status of the pool in the pool list.

Editing tiering policy
The error message (KAIC15017-E) is displayed incorrectly when the
tiering policies for reserved DP volumes are edited.
If KAIC15017-E is displayed, check the status of DP volumes.

Displaying logical group node in the Mobility tab
When the volume list in a logical group on the Mobility tab is displayed,
"KAIC16902-E" error may be displayed.
In this case, the conditions of the logical group may be wrong.
Should the symptom occur again, review the conditions of the logical
group from Edit Logical Group dialog box.

Sorting by multiple columns in the Analytics tab
If the sort operation by using multiple columns is performed and one of
those columns is a “Status” column in the tables in the Analytics tab, the
result of the sorting is the same as when sorting only by the “Status”
column.
Use filters to limit a table including “Status” information.

Displaying storage systems in the Identify Performance Problems wizard
in the Analytics tab:
If the storage system is not one of the following models, the Identify
Performance Problems Wizard in the Analytics tab does not display the storage
system:
-

VSP G1000
VSP
USP V/VM
USP
HUS VM
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-

HUS100 series
AMS2000 series
SMS100
AMS/WMS series
9500V series (which is not an external storage system)

Analyzing DP Volumes with the Analytics tab
Either of following DP Volumes can be analyzed by the Identify Performance
Problems wizard in the Analytics tab:



DP Volumes allocated from the DP Pool that contains only DP Pool
Volumes of internal volumes.
DP Volumes allocated from the DP Pool that contains DP Pool Volumes of
external volumes, and the Pool offers less than 2000 DP Volumes.

If the DP Volume that is not met the conditions above is analyzed, the
KAIC15641-E error is displayed in Introduction window and the analysis fails.
In addition, if two or more DP Pools are selected by selecting two or more DP
Volumes, the total number of the DP Volume of those DP Pools must be less than
2000.
If the KAIC15641-E error is displayed and the analysis fails, reduce the number
of the selecting DP Pools by reducing the number of the DP Volumes to select,
and then retry.

"Partially Unknown" Health Status in the Analytics Tab
If one of the following conditions occurs, the Health Status may become "Partially
Unknown" as the Health Check result because the Tuning Manager - Agent for
RAID does not collect some information.
[Condition]
(1) All of the following conditions are met.
- The Storage System that is a target for Health Check has at least a
Mainframe Volume.
- "Mainframe Volume Monitoring" setting is "N" or "n" in the instance
settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(2) All of the following conditions are met.
- The Storage System that is a target for Health Check has at least an
Unassigned Open Volume.
- "Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring" setting is "N" or "n" in the
instance settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(3) There is a Parity Group that has no volumes.
(4) The Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID does not support Health Check. (For
detail, refer [Health Check support version of Tuning Manager - Agent for
RAID] below.)
To avoid this case, perform the following solution corresponding to the condition
of the above.
[Solution]
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(1) Confirm the settings of "Mainframe Volume Monitoring" is "Y" or "y" in
the instance settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(2) Confirm the settings of "Unassigned Open Volume Monitoring" is "Y" or
"y" in the instance settings in Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID.
(3) Allocate volumes to the Parity Group.
(4) Upgrade the Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID to the version by which
the Health Check is supported. (For detail, refer [Health Check support
version of Tuning Manager - Agent for RAID].)
Health Check support version of Tuning Manager – Agent for RAID









VSP G1000 series: 8.0.0-00 or later
VSP series, USP V/VM series: 7.1.0-00 or later
USP series: 5.9.0-00 or later
HUS VM series: 7.3.1-00 or later
HUS100 series: 7.2.1-00 or later
AMS2000 series: 7.1.0-00 or later
SMS100: 6.2.0-00 or later
AMS/WMS series: 5.9.0-00 or later

Using the CLI to create a copy pair in HUS100
DP pools are used as data pools for Copy-on-Write Snapshot copy pairs and
TrueCopy Async copy pairs in HUS100 series storage systems. If either of the
following conditions is met, the creation of a copy pair sometimes fails with the
KAIC07774-E error:
(1) The DP pool usage rate and the threshold at which replication data is
released is as follows:
data-pool-usage-rate > replication-data-release-threshold-value - 5%
(2) The drive type that makes up the DP pool to be used as a data pool is
either of the following:
(a) An HDT pool made up of SSDs or FMDs
(b) An HDT pool made up of SSDs or FMD and non-SSD and non-FMD
drives, and there is no more tier capacity for the non-SSD and nonFMD drives.
In this case, restructure the DP pool not to meet above condition once, and then
create the copy pair again.
Data in the data pool will not be updated soon after a copy pair is created in
HUS100 series. Therefore, refresh the storage system to update the data.

Copy pair operation using CLI fails with error code "6119"
The operation of copy pair by using CLI with may fail error code "6119". In this
case, check the following items:



Check the version of CCI or CCI XP which supports the required operation.
Check that CCI or CCI XP is properly installed.

If above does not solve the problem, collect maintenance information, and then
contact the Support Center.
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Changing copy pair status with CLI
Do not specify the copytracksize parameter when the CLI ModifyReplication
command is executed and the status of QuickShadow, or Copy-on-Write
Snapshot, or Thin Image is changed.Registering WWNs on a Hitachi NAS Platform
file server with Device Manager
Some WWNs on a File Server may not be registered with Device Manager.
Check that the WWNs meet all of the following conditions:
(1) Any of System Drive is allocated to the WWN.
(2) Access attribute of all of the System Drives described in (1) is "Denied."
In this case, change the attribute of at least a System Drive to "Allowed."
If there are no System Drives of which attribute can be changed, add a System
Drive and change its attribute to "Allowed."

KAIC16902-E message without summary information during any
operation in GUI
During any operation in the GUI, KAIC16902-E message is displayed at top
window and Summary information is not displayed in the main window.
In this case, close the error dialog box and continue the operation. If the
summary information is needed, login to Device Manager again.

Using Ctrl key with GUI links
When clicking on a link in GUI, do not use the Ctrl key. KAIC16009-E errors may
be displayed.

Filtering by capacity, time or performance information in Analytics Tab
When the equal sign operator (=) is used to filter by capacity, time or
performance information in Analytics Tab, you might not be able to filter the
results even if a value displayed in the list is used.
If this occurs, use one of the following operators when filtering: >, <, <=, or >=.

InPrivate Browsing of Internet Explorer 9.0
During InPrivate Browsing Mode, the browsing history may remain in the browser.

Download manager of Internet Explorer 9.0
Download information of CSV export is not displayed in the download manager
screen of Internet Explorer 9.0.

Using GUI on Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008
Because Internet Explorer on Windows Server 2003 and Windows Server 2008
enables Internet Explorer Enhanced Security Configuration (IE ESC) by default,
you may experience the following situations:



Loading animation does not move
You cannot download files from a server with HTTPS enabled

This problem can be solved by disabling the Configure IE ESC.
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Restarting browser after Device Manager upgrade
After Device Manager is upgraded, restart the browser used as GUI or clear a
cache of the browser, and log into Hitachi Command Suite products.
If the above operation is not performed, GUI may be inoperative.

Screen appears to freeze or information is not displayed
The information may not be displayed in the screen or the screen may be frozen.
In this case, refresh the screen or log in again.

Performing GUI operations before a window finishes loading
Do not perform operations in a window before that window finishes loading.
Doing so might result in the following:



Unexpected errors, such as KAIC16009-E, might occur.
Values different than the input values might be applied.

If these problems occur, retry the operation.
If such problems occur repeatedly, log in again, and then retry the operation.

Setting and using storage resource access control
If any of the operations listed below are performed, and then other Device
Manager operations are performed, the windows may be displayed incorrectly or
an unexpected error (KAIC15001-E) may occur:




Storage resource access control is simultaneously specified for multiple
users.
When resource group settings and the configuration change from the
Device Manager CLI, Tiered Storage Manager, or Replication Manager are
performed at one time for the same resource.
The operation to set storage resource access control for storage resources
are performed, and it fails.

In this case, restart the Device Manager server.

Error KAIC15001-E is displayed in GUI
If the GUI displays the error message KAIC15001-E, startup of Device Manager
may have failed. The following may be the cause for this problem:



Other processes are using ports required to start Device Manager.
Ports required to start Device Manager are used by other processes.

See if the ports described in "Port settings" of the Hitachi Command Suite
Configuration Reference Guide are not being used by other processes.

Shortcuts after installation and removal (in Windows)
After an installation or removal, a shortcut folder named “programs” might
be
incorrectly created under the Windows Start menu. This symptom is temporary,
and this shortcut folder will no longer appear after you log off and log on to
Windows.
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Error KAIC10480-E is displayed
If the error KAIC10480-E occurs and the error code is 48L, log out and then log
in again.
If the problem is not solved, collect maintenance information, and then contact
customer support.

When hosts managed by Device Manager are synchronized with Compute
Systems Manager
To manage hosts from Compute Systems Manager, all of the following
information must be registered in Compute Systems Manager ahead of time:
(1) An IP address range within the IP addresses of the hosts to be managed
(2) One or more pieces of authentication information related to the IP address
range in (1)
However, even if the above information is registered, host information will not be
synchronized when any of the following conditions are met:




If the OS of a host added via Add Hosts is not supported by Compute
Systems Manager.
If the changes are made only to the authentication information via Edit
Hosts.
If the hosts are removed via Remove Hosts.

If the changes are made only to the authentication information via Edit Hosts,
perform Refresh Hosts operation after changing authentication information from
the Compute Systems Manager.
To delete the hosts from Compute Systems Manager, perform a Remove Hosts
operation from the Compute Systems Manager.

Launching Compute Systems Manager from Device Manager and vice
versa
When using Internet Explorer 7 or earlier, open two separate browser windows,
and log in to Device Manager and Compute Systems Manager separately.
The following operations are not supported in Internet Explorer 7 or earlier:



Launching Compute Systems Manager from Device Manager
Launching Device Manager from Compute Systems Manager

When computer time is changed
If a computer's time is changed while the services of Common Component and
Hitachi Command Suite products are running, Device Manager may not operate
correctly. If you need to change the time, do so before installation.
If you want to automatically adjust the time by using a protocol such as NTP, use
a function that can gradually adjust the computer time without immediately
synchronizing the time when the computer time is ahead of the actual time.
There are some functions that gradually adjust the time if the difference between
the computer time and the actual time is within a certain fixed range, but
immediately synchronize the time if the time difference exceeds that range. Set
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the frequency of the time adjustments for the function that you are using so that
the time difference does not exceed the fixed range.
For example, the Windows Time service can gradually adjust the computer time
as long as the difference between the computer time and the actual time does
not exceed a fixed range. Therefore, check the range in which
the Windows Time service can gradually adjust the time, and then set the
frequency of the time adjustments for the Windows Time service so that the
difference between the computer time and the actual time does not exceed that
range.
If you cannot use functionality that adjusts the time automatically, or if you need
to change the time immediately, perform the following procedure:
To manually change the time of a machine:
1. Stop the services of Common Component and all Hitachi Command Suite
products.
2. Write down the current time of the machine, and then change the time.
3. If you set the time of the machine back, wait until you reach the time you
previously wrote down in step 2.
4. Restart the machine.
When using the Device Manager server in a time zone of the United States or
Canada, set the OS of the computer on which the Device Manager server will be
installed so that the OS is compatible with the new Daylight Saving Time (DST)
rules. If the OS is not compatible with the new DST rules, the Device Manager
server will not be compatible with the new rules either.

Firewall functions (in Windows)
Some of the firewall functions of the Operating System may block socket
connections on the local host. You cannot install and operate Hitachi Command
Suite products in an environment in which socket connections are blocked on the
local host. When setting up a firewall in the Operating System, configure the
settings so that socket connections are not blocked on the local host.

Hard disks supported in this version
In this version, the following hard disks are supported by the HUS100 series,
AMS2000 series, SMS and AMS/WMS series:
Hard

Type

HUS100
series
(*1)

AMS2000
series
(*2)

SMS

AMS/WMS
series (*3)

9 GB

FC

--

--

--

--

18 GB

FC

--

--

--

--

36 GB

FC

--

--

--

--

72 GB

FC

--

--

--

S

100 GB

SSD

--

S

--

--

146 GB

FC/SAS

--

S

S

S

180 GB

FC

--

--

--

--
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200GB

SSD(SFF)

S

--

--

--

200 GB

SSD

--

S

--

--

250 GB

SATA

--

--

--

S

300 GB

FC/SAS

--

S

S

S

300 GB

SAS(SFF)

S

S

--

--

400 GB

SATA

--

--

--

S

400 GB

FC/SAS

--

S

S

S

400GB

SSD(SFF)

S

--

--

--

400 GB

SSD

--

S

--

--

450 GB

SAS

--

S

S

--

500 GB

SATA

--

S

S

S

600 GB

SAS

--

S

S

--

600 GB

SAS(SED)

--

S

--

--

600 GB

SAS(SFF)

S

S

--

--

750 GB

SATA

--

S

S

S

800 GB

SSD(SFF)

S

--

--

--

900 GB

SAS(SFF)

S

--

--

--

1 TB

SATA

--

S

S

S

1.6 TB

FMD

S

--

--

--

2 TB

SATA

--

S

S

--

2 TB

SAS 7.2k

S

S

--

--

(NL-SAS)
3 TB

SATA

--

S

--

--

3 TB

SAS 7.2k

S

--

--

--

S

--

--

--

(NL-SAS)
4 TB

SAS 7.2k
(NL-SAS)

Legend:
S: Supported
--: Not supported
(*1) For HUS110, HUS130, and HUS150.
(*2) For AMS2500, AMS2300, AMS2100, and AMS2010.
(*3) For AMS1000, AMS500, AMS200, and WMS100.

Storage systems that are not supported
Device Manager version 8.0.0 and later versions do not support the storage
systems Thunder 9580V, Thunder 9570V, Thunder 9530V, and Thunder 9520V.
After upgrading Device Manager, if any of the aforementioned storage systems
still remain as targets to be managed by Device Manager, use the GUI or the CLI
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to remove those storage systems from the list of targets to be managed by
Device Manager.
Refer to the following for the remove method of the storage system.
In the case of GUI:
-

Refer to online help.

In the case of CLI:
-

Refer to the Hitachi Command Suite CLI Reference Guide.

When HiRDB is installed
During Common Component installation, HiRDB will be installed as the database
management system. However, as a result, Hitachi Command
Suite products will not be able to operate together with the HiRDB products listed
below. If any of these HiRDB products has been installed on a computer, do not
install Hitachi Command Suite products on that computer. Similarly, do not install
any of these HiRDB products on a computer on which Hitachi Command Suite
products have been installed.
HiRDB/Single Server
HiRDB/Parallel Server
HiRDB/Workgroup Server
HiRDB/Run Time
HiRDB/Developer's Kit
HiRDB SQL Executer

TMP environment variable (Windows)
If multi-byte characters are included in a Windows login account name, they will
also be included in the path specified in the TMP environment variable, and you
cannot install the Hitachi Command Suite. Specify a path that does not contain
multi-byte characters for the TMP environment variable before performing an
installation.

Terminal service (Windows)
You cannot execute the Hitachi Command Suite installer as a RemoteApp in the
terminal service of Windows Server 2008 or Windows Server 2008 R2.

Symbolic links (Linux)
Make sure that the symbolic links indicated in the following table are not set. If
any are set, installation may fail.
Symbolic link destination

Location

File system for installation

/opt

Log output directory

/var/opt
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Temporary directory

/var/tmp

Default installation directory for
the Device Manager server and
any directories under the
installation directory

/opt/HiCommand

Default installation directory for
Hitachi Command Suite products
and any directories under the
installation directory

/var/opt/HiCommand

Default installation directory for
the Common Component database
and any directories under the
installation directory

/var/opt/HiCommand/database

Default installation directory for
the Device Manager server
database and any directories
under the installation directory

/var/opt/HiCommand/database/DeviceManager

Default installation directory for
the Tiered Storage Manager
server database and any
directories

/var/opt/HiCommand/database/HTSM

Default installation directory for
the Replication Manager server
database and any directories

/var/opt/HiCommand/database/HRpM

/var/opt/HiCommand/database/Base

Permissions for the installation directory
Grant all users read and execution permissions for the directory to be specified as
the installation directory, as well as all directories above it. Note that, in Linux,
the directory specified as the installation directory will have its permissions set to
775. Specify an installation directory for which there will be no problems if the
permissions are changed to 775.

Registering hosts and refreshing hosts
The KAIC169001-E message may appear when communications between Host
Data Collector and target multiple hosts fail in registering hosts or refresh task.
If this occurs, close the browser and then log in again five minutes later.

Using Device Manager to manage a virtual machine
When Device Manager manages a virtual machine, the characters of the machine
name in the following appear as encoded characters:
In the GUI:
The value of VMname displayed in a virtual machine name subwindow
In the CLI:
The name attributes value for VM instances that is collected by executing the
GetHost command.
The following characters may be displayed as encoded characters:
character
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%

%25

/

%2f

\

%5c

About the SMI-S Indication Function
In interop namespace, only the query described in SMI-S1.3 can be set for the
Query property of CIM_IndicationFilter.

Sorting multiple columns
If multiple columns are sorted, the KAIC16902-E, KAIC16193-E, KAIC16009-E, or
KAIC15000-E error may be displayed.
If the errors above are displayed, reopen the screen, and then reduce the
number of columns to be sorted.

User operation during task registration
If a user operation closes the task registration dialog box before it is closed
automatically, user screen operations might become unavailable.
If this occurs, log in again, and check the registration task. If necessary, reregister the task.

Executing tasks
If an operation (such as the user is locked, the user's permissions are changed,
or the user is deleted) is performed to the user who registers a task, the task
execution is not cancelled. Likewise, even if the user group that the user belongs
to or authorized resource groups is changed, the task execution is still not
cancelled. Check the status of all tasks, and then cancel the task manually. If the
task is not cancelled, the task may fail.

KAIC15001-E error for virtualizing storage task
When a virtualizing storage task fails along the way, volumes of an external
storage system may remain allocated to an internal storage system.
In that case, a virtualizing storage task in which the volumes have been selected
will fail with the KAIC15001-E error.

Number of external paths
When the external volume is being directly assigned to the host from the external
storage system, the number of external paths displayed on the
external volume tab of the storage system does not match the number of
external paths displayed in Storage Navigator.
Check the number of external paths in "Path Information" in the Detailed
Information window.
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Managing path groups with Universal Volume Manager in USP V/VM and
VSP
If path group settings are changed by using Storage Navigator, Device Manager
cannot manage the priority of the paths connecting storage systems in their path
group correctly. As a result, the following symptoms occur in the volume
virtualization using the path group whose settings are changed by using Storage
Navigator.
Symptom 1 (GUI)
The existing path group is not recommended for Ext. Paths on the Virtualize
Volumes dialog box and the volume virtualization is executed by using a new
path group.
Symptom 2 (GUI)
The existing paths between storage systems are displayed not in order of priority
in Ext. Path Priority on the Virtualize Volumes dialog box.
Symptom 3 (GUI, CLI)
The volume virtualization using the existing path group fails with the following
errors:



GUI: HDvM 7.0.0-00 or later: KAIC06450-E
CLI: HDvM 6.1.0-00 or later: KAIC90083-E (error code: 6450)

To avoid this problem, use the following microcode:



USP V/VM: 60-08-21-00/00 or later
VSP: 70-03-32-00/00 or later

Collecting storage system configuration information for the Analytics tab
If the settings for linking with Tuning Manager is enabled, when add or refresh
operation is performed to a storage system, Device Manager collects storage
system configuration information from both a target storage system and Tuning
Manager.
If Device Manager does not collect the information from Tuning Manager, the
task will fail.
Note: The settings for linking with Tuning Manager are enabled when Device
Manager and Tuning Manager are installed on a server (Tuning Manager license is
required), even if the required settings for tuningmanager.properties have not
yet been performed.
When the settings for linking with Tuning Manager are enabled and the Analytics
tab will not be used, or when it cannot be used (for example,
the Tuning Manager version does not satisfy the requirements for the Analytics
tab), set the properties shown in the following.
Location of property file
In Windows:
installation-folder-for-the-Device-Managerserver\HiCommandServer\config\tuningmanager.properties
In Linux:
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installation-directory-for-the-Device-Managerserver/HiCommandServer/config/tuningmanager.properties
Setting
hdvm.analytics.disabled=true
If the settings for linking with Tuning Manager are automatically enabled (the
condition in the Note above is met), verify the settings to link with Tuning
Manager described in “Linking with Tuning Manager” in Chapter 5 “Configuring
Device Manager for use with related products” in the Hitachi Command Suite
Configuration Reference Guide.
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